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To maximize the benefits of this course, we recommend that you meet the following 
prerequisites:

• Basic understanding of some telecommunications terms
• Knowledge of your company’s policies and procedures
• Knowledge of your company’s services and pricing

Additional on-site training is available to your company.  Please contact your regional sales 
manager, client relations manager, or account manager for details.  Additional MACC U 
training is also available upon request. 

If you have any questions or comments regarding this course material, we would like to hear 
from you.   Please send an email to Julie Riecken, Training Support Manager, at 
jriecken@maccnet.com.
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This course is intended to introduce Customer Master, a billing and customer support product 
designed and developed by MACC (Mid America Computer Corporation).  MACC is a billing services 
provider specializing in software solutions for the telecommunications industry.
MACC has been serving the telecommunications industry since 1975. Telecom companies across the 
country recognize MACC’s strength and stability as the company serves more than 300 clients in 40 
states. 
The primary objectives of Customer Master are to provide:

• a repository of information related to your accounts
• data sharing between users
• improved customer satisfaction and response
• reporting tools for management
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What is Customer Master ?
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Before learning about the screens and functionality available in Customer Master, it is important to 
have a clear understanding of the three-tiered account structure on which Customer Master is 
based. 

The Account tier serves as the “parent” or billing tier.  An Account may have any number of 
Customers and these Customers in turn may subscribe to any number of Network services. 

An Account may have one Customer or serve as an umbrella for many Customers. The Customer 
tier is typically the consumer of the service.

A Customer may subscribe to one or more Network services such as Telephone, Video/Cable, and 
Internet.   In addition to these three networks that we will use for Jump Start, we also support 
Cellular, Paging, Security/Alarm Monitoring, Special Circuits and additional types of services billing.
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Utilize the hover-over feature to identify each icon’s function.  Some of the more commonly used 
icons are noted on this screen.  
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Browse icons are used to navigate through individual records.  These icons will help you move to 
the first, previous, next, or last item in a grid.

The Insert icon allows you to insert a new row of data. 

Insert/Delete/Edit icons launch data entry boxes to add, update and delete data.  The system will 
not allow you to delete data referenced elsewhere in the database.

The Post icon saves changes.  

The Cancel icon cancels the current action.

The Refresh icon renews the data display to keep it current.

When a Reports icon is available the system will provide you with an opportunity to print a report, 
service order, trouble ticket, receipt and other print options.  Most Customer Master reports are 
also available to export to a .CSV file.

The Grid icon returns you from a detail record in an edit mode to the previous grid.

The Help icon should be used as a resource for field definitions and general functionality.

The Network Icons identify the different networks associated with an account.
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The Ribbon in Customer Master contains 6 tabs along the top:  Account Management, Financial 
Management, Network Management, Miscellaneous, and Custom. Each of the first five tabs allows 
access to the various functions associated and its respective Suite.  Shown here is an example of 
the Account Management ribbon.

The Custom ribbon provides the user with a more customized experience.  You may add or remove 
items from this ribbon based on your roles and responsibilities.  This feature is user specific.  An 
example of a Custom Ribbon is shown above.

Two other items of note – you can also use the menu bar immediately below the ribbon to navigate 
to various features in the software.  There is also a drop-down search feature available, which will 
help you find other features in the software.
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There are several Suites available for each module type.  Suites contain everything associated with 
a specific module organized in one location, making it much easier to navigate maintenance tables 
and processes within a module.  Suites can also be found from the Ribbons in Customer Master.

A great example is the Address Suite.  When you choose the Address Suite icon, you can easily 
access all of the various processes, maintenance tables, and reports related to addresses.  It makes 
it very simple to work on a specific module or process.
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You’ll find that many acronyms are used in this industry, and in this session.  Here is a brief list of 
some acronyms and their definitions.

• ACH – Automated Clearing House
• AR – Accounts Receivable
• CARE – Carrier Account Record Exchange
• CNAM – Calling Name
• CPNI – Customer Proprietary Network Information
• CRM – Client Relationship Management
• E-911 – Enhanced 911
• FCC – Federal Communications Commission
• FUSC - Federal Universal Service Charge (or FUSF)
• FUSF – Federal Universal Service Fee/Fund (or FUSC)
• GL – General Ledger
• LEN – Line Equipment Number
• LIDB – Line Information Database
• MSAG – Master Street Address Guide
• NLAD – National Lifeline Accountability Database
• OCC – Other Charge or Credit
• OTT – Over-The-Top
• PPV – Pay-Per-View
• PSAP – Public Safety Answering Point
• SAC – Study Area Code
• SIP – Session Initiation Protocol
• SLC – Subscriber Line Charge
• USP – Unit Sensitive Pricing
• VOIP – Voice Over Internet Protocol
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There are several sub-menus available at the Maintenance Menu.  These sub-menus contain the 
tables required to perform functions in Customer Master.  These tables typically hold information 
contained in drop-downs throughout the system.  In addition, these maintenance tables may be 
located in the Suites.  Here is an overview of the menus:

Billing – maintenance of various billing-related functionality including bill messages, on-bill ads, and 
drop inserts.
Capital Credits – for use only with cooperative companies; allocation matrices and capital credit 
member information.
Common – the majority of the critical database information is housed in Maintenance – Common.
CPNI – maintenance for Level 1 and Level 2 questions, preferences and the CPNI letter.
Delinquent – creation and maintenance of notice types.
Directory – classified headings and directory preferences.
Discount – creation and maintenance of discounts such as Vacation, Employee, Credit Card and 
ACH.
E911 – includes current E911 addresses and counties, PSAP administrator information and MSAGs.
E-Rate – allows for tracking of schools & libraries funding requests.
Internet – includes tables for Internet types and speeds, domains, IP types and more.
Marketing – Client Relationship Management, Suggestive Marketing and Promotions tables are 
housed here.
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Messaging – stores email and text information for use with service orders, trouble tickets, marketing, 
and more.
Pay-Per-View/Video on Demand – PPV Provider information which determines the layout of PPV files.
Plant – basic plant information including Plant Area, Codes, Details and more.
Provisioning – maintenance options related to automated network provisioning.
Receivables – access ACH and bank information as well as bankruptcy types and Write-Off categories.
Refunds – maintenance tables used to define Closed Account Refunds, Security Deposit Refunds, and 
Miscellaneous Open Account Refunds.
Sales Lead – includes maintenance tables related to tracking of Sales Lead prospects.
Scheduling – includes tables used for scheduling Service Orders, Trouble Tickets and other tasks.
Service Agreement – tables used for tracking of customer maintenance and support agreements.
Service Order – tables used within Service Orders include Classes, Carriers, Tier Status, Stages, 
Contract information and Equipment Management.
Special Circuit – setup and maintenance of Special Circuit Termination Points.
Trouble – all tables needed to create Trouble Tickets are housed here; Trouble Ticket Preferences are 
found through File – Preferences – Trouble.
Wireless – houses cellular rate plan setups.
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There are several tables at that should be explained further prior to beginning Service Orders.  At 
the Address Suite, every address in your Customer Master database may be managed.  There are 
two types of addresses – Account/Customer tier addresses which are typically used for billing, and 
Network tier addresses which are service, or physical, addresses.  

Search on addresses by entering information in one of the fields and either clicking on the 
binoculars or using the Enter key.  The results will appear in the grid.  When searching for an 
address either through the table or through a Service Order the rule of thumb is “less is more.”  To 
edit an address, highlight the address and double-click or click on the Edit icon to open the Address 
Editor.  To add an address, click on the Insert icon.  

From the initial address search window, you can use the Mass Edit button to make edits to Auto-
Assigned values on multiple addresses.   You can also copy an existing address as well as launch 
the Address report by clicking on the Report icon on the main address window.  

After editing an address, at the Address Editor window you can use the Address Scrub button to 
verify a network address against the MSAG.  You can also use the E911 Automated Address button 
to associate an E911 addresses to a network address.  The Geocode Address button will connect to 
ESRI (a mapping tool) to retrieve a latitude, longitude, census tract, and census block for the 
address.  The Test Results button will allow you to enter Plant Test Results for that location.  The 
Address Usage report which will list every tier tied to the selected address.

Although addresses can be created while in a Service Order, security roles may prevent certain 
users from doing so.  And, there are benefits to creating an address through the maintenance 
table, including the use of Auto-Assigned Values and E911 Automation.  We’ll look at addresses in 
more detail later in Jump Start training. 
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You may find that you’ll need to access the States table frequently for management of states.  
MACC automatically loads all US states and territories as well as Canadian provinces.  Any accounts 
with foreign addresses beyond US territories or Canada would need to be flagged for Pull Bill, 
hand-addressed and sent from your office.

At the time of conversion, MACC will only load those cities and zip codes that are in your current 
system.  We urge you to review your data prior to conversion in order to avoid bringing over any 
duplicates or incorrect data.
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To enter a new zip code through the Zip code table, navigate to the Address Suite.  You’ll see all 
active zip codes by default in the grid.  You can click the Insert (+) button to add a new zip, or the 
Edit (^) button to update and existing zip code.  

Because there are some situations in which a city and zip code exist in multiple states, Customer 
Master will allow you to enter the same city and zip code in different states.  

You’ll probably find you use this table for final billing addresses that exist out of your area of 
service.  In order to create that address, you’ll first have to add the city and zip code to the 
appropriate state.  You may also find yourself using this table for your snowbird and vacation 
accounts.

If you have an erroneous zip code in the database, use the Inactive checkbox to inactivate the zip 
for use on future addresses.  It will not inactivate the zip code on existing addresses.  

Note that the Zip Codes grid includes filtering on columns – making it easy for you to find all of the 
zip codes in one particular state.  
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In addition to adding a Zip Code from the Zip Codes maintenance table, you can also add a Zip 
Code directly from the address editor.  Simply click on the ellipsis button.
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Other tables that will become critical to your business are Main Report Area and Report Area.  It’s 
important to understand both before beginning to use Service Order.  Both tables can be accessed 
through Maintenance – Common, or by accessing the Billing Services Suite.

The Main Report Area is a method to provide a high level of grouping for reports.  It can be used 
to group business entities together, such as all telephone service or all cable service.  We 
recommend that your Main Report Area(s) correspond with your accounting needs.

The Report Area is used to separate information.  Typically, the separation is by exchange, by 
network type or by a combination of both.  As a result of the Report Areas arrangement, billing and 
Customer Master reports may be subtotaled by Report Area definition.  In addition, accounts will be 
assigned their Billing Remittance, Physical, Mailing, and Final Notice addresses based on the Report 
Area assigned to the Account tier.  If you are required to subtotal certain revenues, you’ll want to 
arrange your Report Areas accordingly.

Pull Bill Options allow companies to designate accounts’ bills to be returned to the company rather 
than mailed to the end-user.  These options are defaults only.  Individual accounts can be flagged 
for Pull Bill even if they don’t meet the criteria here.

PIC Bill Print Option designates what PIC message should appear on the bill.

Contact Number, OCN, Business Hours and Website Address for the company may be designated 
by Report Area.
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Also at the Billing Services Suite, you should see a simple list of each and every tax for which your 
company may bill.  At this time there are six possible tax types available in Customer Master:

• Federal – the Federal Excise tax
• State – State Sales tax
• Local 1 – typically reserved for all county taxes
• Local 2 – typically reserved for all city taxes
• Local 3 – reserved for other taxes such as E911, franchise fees, SILO taxes, etc.
• Local 4 – reserved for other taxes such as E911, franchise fees, SILO taxes, etc.

NOTE:  CM allows for as many State and Local 1, 2, 3 and 4 taxes as needed

Keep in mind that taxes in Customer Master are strictly percentage-based.  If you have a flat-rate 
fee of any kind, it must be processed as a USP code.  In addition, there are surcharges available in 
Customer Master that may be handled outside of taxes.  Typically, surcharges are used for such 
things as the FUSF charge and any state USF charges.
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A requirement of Customer Master is that for each of the above listed tax types, there must be a 0% 
tax associated with it.  So, MACC will automatically load a FED-0, ST-0, L1-0, L2-0, L3-0, & L4-0 – each 
with a 0% percentage.  These will be considered defaults and will be used as place-holders in the 
creation of Tax Areas.

Since many times companies do business in multiple counties, cities, etc., we use a numbering system 
to identify the variety of tax codes.  For example, you may have 3 county taxes that may be created:

• L1-1:  Washington County Tax
• L1-2:  Lincoln County Tax
• L1-3:  Jefferson County Tax

Similarly, if you do business in three cities, your cities may be labeled as:

• L2-1:  Arlington City Tax
• L2-2:  Blair City Tax
• L2-3:  Kennard City Tax

At the Tax Code Editor, you will see a Code and Description associated with the tax.  In addition, the 
tax may be linked to a General Ledger Account Number.   This is critical for proper reporting of tax 
revenues.  The label in the Short Description area is the description that will print on the bill.  

The Percentage field holds the actual tax calculation percentage.  It allows for up to four decimal 
positions.  The Write Off Category is used to create the appropriate Write-Off row for this tax, if you 
choose to use the Write Off module.  

The Tax Jurisdiction indicators are critical for proper taxing of your long distance.  If the Tax Code is 
applicable to Interstate or Intrastate long distance, those indicators must be checked.  
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Tax Areas are groupings of taxes for easy assignment to accounts.  Your Training Conversion 
Analyst will assist your company in initially arranging Tax Areas to make it easiest for your 
company to bill your customers properly.  It’s also important that tax areas are structured properly 
to provide accurate tax reporting.

For each Tax Area, there must be one of each of the six tax types.  If the tax area does not have 
one or more of the six tax types, then the default tax code(s) would be selected for those types.  
In the example shown here, the Arlington Tax Area will include the Federal tax, a State tax, and a 
Local 1 tax.  The Local 2, 3, & 4 tax types are set to the 0% tax, so no tax will be charged on those 
types.  

Tax Areas can be as detailed or simple as you would like.  Often, Tax Areas are arranged in city 
and county combinations to ensure that taxing is properly applied.

Keep in mind that these things must be true for a tax to be calculated:

• The tax has to be included in the Tax Area
• The account has to be set to the correct Tax Area, and the Taxability flags must be 

flagged (we will discuss this at Service Order)
• The services (USPs) must be flagged for each appropriate tax type

If any of these things are not true, a tax amount will not be calculated for the tax type in question.
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Choosing to add or edit a USP code will cause the Unit Sensitive Pricing Code Editor to appear.  
The following information is stored for each USP (underlined items are required):

Main
USP Code – A unique 5-digit alpha-numeric code used to identify a specific service or charge.  The USP code 
must be unique.  The USP Code determines the order in which services are printed on the bill. 
Service Area – This feature is used to keep USP codes unique in different areas within a company’s service 
territory.  Service Area is typically used to differentiate pricing and availability of services.  If all (or most) 
pricing is the same throughout, and availability of services is the same, then Service Area may not be 
needed.  
USP Description – This is the 40-character description of the service or charge.  The USP Description will be 
printed on the Customer’s Bill, Service Order, etc.  
Billing Amount – This is typically the recurring charge amount to be billed based on the frequency selected 
for this USP (usually monthly).   If it is a recurring charge, you have the option to make the amount a 
variable rate by selecting the variable rate option.  When this occurs, the term “Billing Amount” will change to 
“Baseline Amount.”  This refers to the default amount value on a variable rate code.  If this code is used for 
an OCC or variable rate charge, it is the standard charge or credit amount.  If there is not a standard or 
baseline charge (if it is variable), the amount may be set to $0, and determined on a case-by-case basis for 
OCCs. 
Bill Frequency – Choose the frequency of billing for this service.  Options are Monthly (most common), Bi-
Monthly, Quarterly, Semi-Annually, and Annually.  
Effective From – This is the first date on which the USP code will be offered, or the first date on which the 
price (amount) is applicable.  You may wish to back-date the initial effective date to accommodate any hand-
entry of data that might be needed (USP cannot be used prior to its Effective From date).
Inactive Date – Use this field to enter a date on which this service is no longer offered.  The code is 
grandfathered on accounts currently subscribed to the service, but cannot be chosen to assign to accounts 
after the Inactive Date. Flagging a code as inactive does not remove it from accounts.
Gen. Ledger # - Choose the GL Account Number to which revenues associated with this USP code should 
be associated. Revenues will be grouped by GL Account Number on the BL84-series of reports.  In addition, 
the GL Account Number is the link between the Customer Master and Accounting Master interface.  
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Network Type – If this code pertains to one specific network type, the network should be selected from the 
drop-down.  If this code is not network-specific, this field can be left blank.  Charges associated with a USP code 
that does not have a network type will be considered “Miscellaneous.” 
Service Type – This required field can be set to any numeric code from 0-6.  Used to group common services 
together for reporting.  Typically a 0 is used for non-recurring charges, and a 1 for recurring charges.  
Bus/Res – This drop-down should be set to business, residence, or both – depending on what type of customer 
can be assigned this code.  This will result in some filtering of USP codes in the Service Order module.
Brand Code – If a USP code is does not necessarily match the network type (billed on behalf of another service 
or provider) the Brand Code can be used to distinguish another entity on the bill.  
Detailed Description – This free-form field provides further explanation of a USP code.  The Detailed 
Description will not print on the bill.  It is informational only.
Capital Credits Percent – This is the capital credit percentage that would be used to calculate monthly 
patronage.  If patronage is not applicable to this code, the percentage should be 0.  If the company is not a 
coop, this field can be ignored.
Service Options
Prorated – Standalone USP codes and Bundles should be prorated when applied to less or more than a full 
month.  When accounts are disconnected or reconnected, duration days and amounts will be adjusted.
One Time Charge – Designates a stand alone USP code intended for an OCC. The stand alone USP codes and 
Bundles will be filtered when selecting One Time at the USP Selector window.  This attribute does not restrict use 
as a recurring charge. 
Display Message – The associated tier level and USP code Description line for a stand alone USP Code will 
appear in red at the Messages section when the account is accessed at the Inquiry screen.  Bundle Elements do 
not appear.
Lifeline – Basic local exchange telephone or internet service, provided at a discount, to low-income customers.  
Lifeline service is subsidized by other telephone and internet services or by state and local taxes.  The amount 
may be the lifeline credit amount to be applied to the bill.  Will automatically mark the number as Lifeline at the 
Telephone or Internet screen.  
Non Published – Omits the telephone number from published directories and directory assistance.  Will 
automatically make the directory listing non-published if using the directory module.
Unlisted – Omit the telephone number from published directories but not directory assistance.  Considered a 
private number.  Will automatically make the directory listing Unlist if using the directory module.
Print in Fee Section – Will display the USP Code in the same location as other percentage-based charges 
including taxes, surcharges and fees.
Print on Bill – The stand alone USP code or Bundle Element will be printed in monthly charges or OCC portion of 
customer bills.
Print if Zero – The stand alone USP code or Bundle Element will be printed in monthly charges or OCC portion 
of customer bills even if the Print on Bill is flagged and the amount is zero. *Used sometimes as an indicator for 
tracking purposes only.
*Discountable – Allows an Element to be discounted in a Bundle.  This allows for USP codes like Universal 
Service Fees to be included in a Bundle (and they cannot be discounted).  If it’s not marked, always use the price 
as recorded in the stand alone USP code.  If a stand alone USP code has already been used and discounted in a 
bundle, then the user cannot remove the check mark to indicate non-discountable.  They must first go into all 
bundles and adjust the charges.  
Calling Feature – Indicates the stand alone USP code identifies a calling feature such as call waiting, distinctive 
ring, etc. May be used to run the Calling Features Penetration and Calling Features Prospect reports.
Provisioning – The stand alone USP code or Bundle Element is tied to the switch activation module.  This option 
is available only for USPs and Bundle Elements assigned the Telephone network type.  Changes, additions, or 
deletions of these codes during the Service Order process will be sent to the Switch Activation table. 
Work Order - Indicates USP codes that may be used to generate OCCs from the Accounting Master Work Order 
process, when selected.
Advance Disburse – Used only for coops to designate USP codes eligible to be disbursed in advance of capital 
credits allocations.
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Billing Categories
Basic Service – Considered necessary to use the network’s service.  If related to the telephone 
network, local telephone company receives money, PSCs (Public Service Commissions) and PUCs 
(Public Utilities Commissions) must approve changes.  Includes such thing as dial tone, data 
transmission capability, access to 911, long distance, and white pages listings.  If this USP code is 
related to another network (cable, internet, security/alarm, special circuits, pager, wireless), Basic will 
be the only selection available.  Any telephone-related code marked Basic will be asterisked on the bill 
with a statement below stating “Non-Payment of charges noted with an asterisk (*) may result in 
disconnection of your local telephone service.”
Equip/Inv – When USP Codes are flagged with the Equip/Inv billing category, users can create Write-
Off Categories for every network type, to write off equipment, and inventory charges to its own Write-
Off Category.
Toll Related – Charges that are related to toll services.  Toll related charges cannot be used in 
combination with E911 and FCC. 
Regulated – Offered only by local telephone company.  Public Service or Public Utilities Commissions 
monitor and regulate these features and their charges.  Includes such things as caller ID, call waiting, 
and toll restriction.
E911 – (Ex: E911 Surcharge) Flat-rate recurring monthly charge for E911 services.  This code cannot 
be used in combination with Toll Related and FCC. USPs flagged for E911 cannot also be flagged Basic 
and/or Regulated.
FCC – (Federal Communications Commission)   Typically used to distinguish the SLC (Subscriber Line 
Charge).  This code cannot be used in combination with Toll Related and E911.  The federal agency 
empowered by law to regulate all interstate and foreign wire and radio communications services 
originating in the United States, including radio, television, facsimile, telegraph and telephone systems.  
The agency was established under the Communications Act of 1934 which also established the 
principle of universal service.  USPs flagged for FCC cannot also be flagged Basic and/or Regulated.
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The Telephone Number table contains all phone numbers loaded into the database.  The filter icon 
is useful to filter on:

• All – all numbers regardless of status
• Available – the telephone number is not in use and is available to assign to an account
• Available/Held – the telephone number is not in use and is being held from assignment
• Available/Reserved – the telephone number is reserved for future use by a designated account
• In Use – the telephone number is currently in use by a customer or is recently out of service, 

and not scheduled to be reissued yet
• In Use/Ported In – the number has been ported in from another service provider (Local 

Number Portability provision)
• In Use/Ported Out – the number has been ported out to another service provider (Local 

Number Portability provision)
• In Use/Admin – the number is currently in use for administrative purposes (generally company 

numbers)
• Intermediate – the telephone number is being used for 3rd party purposes
• Unavailable/Snapback – the telephone number is “snapped back” to another carrier, and 

shouldn’t go back into the number pool
• Pending – the number has been assigned to a network, but the service order has not yet been 

applied
• Left In Service – some states require that a range of phone numbers are auto-assigned to 

vacant locations

The Telephone Number Editor is accessible through this table.  Use this to check the history of the 
number as well as change the status of the number, if necessary.
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The Carrier table is found in the Network Suite.   Here, you will be manage information associated 
with the long distance carriers with access to your switch.  Any carrier to which a customer could 
be PIC’d should be in this table.  

At the Carrier Editor, the Carrier’s CIC and official Carrier Name (to be printed on the bill) will 
appear.  In addition, if you would like a Carrier Phone number printed on the bill, it is housed at 
this screen.  It is important that the correct GL Account number is assigned for this carrier – so that 
the billing reports will group any charges for this carrier to the correct General Ledger account.  
You will also need to indicate the toll jurisdictions associated with each carrier.

You will only need to access this screen to add or update carrier information.  All information will 
be converted to this screen and reviewed by your TCA during live installation and training.  
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The Service Order Suite contains tables needed to perform service orders.  Classes are basically 
indicators as to the type of work being done within the Service Order.  Classes can be as detailed 
or a general as you’d like and typically include types like New Install, Change, Disconnect and 
Reconnect.

Each Class also has the ability to trigger both Questions and Stages.  While both are linked through 
the Class table, stages must be set up and maintained through Maintenance – Service Order –
Stage.  Both Questions and Stages can also be flagged as required upon Service Order Complete, 
required upon Service Order Apply or not required. 

Classes can also be flagged as Schedulable for use with scheduling functionality.
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Disconnect types are housed at the Service Order Suite under Tier Maintenance.  During live 
installation and training, your TCA will assist in developing these statuses.  It is important to define 
each status and the results of using a specific Tier Status.

The Months Before Releasing Number field indicates the length of time before a phone number 
may be reissued.  

The Billing Action determines whether the customer continues to pay for service while that Tier 
Status is in effect on the tier.  

• Disconnect – recurring charges will not continue to accrue
• Suspend – recurring charges continue to accrue
• None – for tracking purposes only

The Provisioning Action determines how the disconnect is handled in the switch as it relates to 
switch activation and provisioning

• Disconnect – detail is sent to the switch for disconnection.
• Suspend – a suspend record is sent to the switch.
• None – Switch activation are not changed by this status.

Eligible for Auto-Reconnects indicates the Disconnect for Non-Pay Tier Status, if that status may be 
reconnected after payment has been received.  Eligible for Credit Class Auto-Adjustment can be 
used to update a credit class assignment based on a tier status change.  Disconnect Auto-Complete 
and Apply Service Orders determines if orders created via the Disconnect Wizard will be 
automatically completed and applied.  If this option is deselected, the orders will remain pending.  

At Delete Directory Rows and Delete E911 Rows, the company may determine if the corresponding 
module should be updated when an account is marked with the associated Tier Status.  Break 
Contracts indicates whether that Tier Status would result in a broken contract.  NLAD De-Enroll 
indicates the Tier Status would de-enroll lifeline accounts from NLAD.  
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Service Orders are the heart of Customer Master.  They’re used to create new accounts as well as 
update existing accounts.

There are three parts to the order layout – the header, the account tree on the left and the 
information screens on the right.  The header will remain throughout the order.  The account tree 
will grow as information is added.

Information in the header includes status buttons – Complete, Apply and Cancel.  When the order is 
first opened and information saved, the order will be in a Pending status.  Complete status means 
the work is finished but the information has not yet been applied and changes can still be made.  
Apply means the order is fully completed and no further changes can be made.

Effective date is the date the charges will start accruing (unless date changes have been made 
elsewhere in the order).  It’s typically the date the order is supposed to be applied, and can be 
changed at any point until Service Order Apply.  Class indicates the type of order – New Install, 
Change, Disconnect and so on.  Choosing a Class auto-populates the Category field and can trigger 
other options such as Workflow and Stages.
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In this exercise, we’re going to use both Templates and Workflow to create a New Install for 
Telephone, Internet and CATV.  Templates allow you to pre-set information and values that might 
be the same for a certain area or type of service.  For example, you can include all of the required 
charges in a Telephone template, such as the basic line charge, E911, ARC and SLC, for a specific 
location.  You can have as many Templates for as many tiers as you’d like.  You can also link the 
tiers together which would basically create your entire account.

We’ll also use Workflow which takes you from screen to screen, in the order you want.

Customer Master New Install – 2-3



The Templates button will show you single and linked templates available for use.  After entering 
the name and address information, select your template.  After choosing a template, post to apply 
the template and save the network information.

Customer Master New Install – 2-4



Based on the Template setup, all tiers of the account have been created and information added to 
some of the nodes on each tier.  The Effective date, Category and Class have also been populated.

Now, we’ll work our way through the order, using Workflow.  

Customer Master New Install – 2-5



Each screen in Workflow has buttons that allow you to advance, go back to previous screens and 
return to the classic Service Order view.  On most screens, choosing Next will save the information 
you’ve added to the screens as well as move you on to the next screen.  The Help menu and CRM 
– Client Relationship Management – are also available on each screen.

Customer Master New Install – 2-6



Stages are what route the order from one employee and/or department to the next.

Customer Master New Install – 2-7



Questions are a great way to gather marketing and other general information from the customer.  
You can pose as many questions as you like.  Questions are also related to the Service Order Class, 
so they can be different for different types of orders.

Customer Master New Install – 2-8



CPNI is Customer Proprietary Network Information.  Essentially this controls who has rights to the 
information on the account.

Customer Master New Install – 2-9



The Credit screen houses lots of information.  It’s typically used to track Credit Class and Credit ID 
(SSN).

Customer Master New Install – 2-10



The Bank Information screen is accessed through the Credit screen.  Here  you can retrieve a credit 
score (if you have the Experian interface), add bank information for auto-bank pay (ACH) and/or add 
credit card information.  

Customer Master New Install – 2-11



The Account Contact Information screen is used to house additional contact information such as cell 
phones, work numbers, email addresses and text addresses.  It’s always a good idea to include this 
information as it not only prints on the order, it allows for other means of communication with the 
customer.

Customer Master New Install – 2-12



Because the Customer tier was created through the Template and no changes are needed, we’re 
bypassing it in Workflow and moving on to the Telephone network. 

Customer Master New Install – 2-13



Reviewing the information on the Telephone network is always a good idea.

Customer Master New Install – 2-14



The Number Selector screen will show Available numbers.  Different filter options are available if 
needed.  You may also have the ability to manually add a ported-in number.  

Customer Master New Install – 2-15



The Cascade Information screen is essentially asking you what information you want to carry over 
from the first network to other nodes on that network.  

You want to be careful about how you handle this screen on subsequent networks.  For example, if 
you continue to just choose Yes, you’ll constantly by changing the Main Number from one network to 
the next.

Customer Master New Install – 2-16



Because Telephone USPs are included in the template, all of the required USPs should already be 
selected.  Adding additional USPs is done by clicking on the Insert icon.

Customer Master New Install – 2-17



The USPs initially displayed are based on a default setting – residential, business or all.  Even with a 
default, you can still see all codes through the Bus/Res filter.  You can filter additionally by codes 
flagged as One Time, and by Bundles.   Click OK when all USPs have been added.

Customer Master New Install – 2-18



After clicking OK, all selected USPs will show in the USP display.

Customer Master New Install – 2-19



For new install orders, OCCs typically show one-time charges such as fees, onsite charges and so 
on.  They might also be used for a ‘term limit’ discount and flagged as permanent rather than 
through USP Codes with outdates.

Customer Master New Install – 2-20



The Carrier screen shows the long distance PICs the customer has chosen.  The PIC Frz option is 
used to indicate that only the account holder is authorized to make changes, rather than the carriers 
themselves.

Customer Master New Install – 2-21



Plant is automatically added based on the address used, and the plant details previously assigned to 
that address.  You can add, remove and update plant through the order if needed, by clicking on 
the Edit icon.

Customer Master New Install – 2-22



E911 information has already been added, based on the Cascade Information screen options 
following the creation of the Telephone network tier.  If the E911 address is valid against the MSAG 
(Master Street Address Guide) you won’t have to make any changes or click on the Post icon to 
save the information.

Customer Master New Install – 2-23



Directory listings can be created by including the option on the Cascade Information screen.  On the 
Directory editor, Non-Published or Unlist may be flagged, based on the USP Code selected.

Customer Master New Install – 2-24



Based on the Workflow setup for this new install order, the Internet Network Selection will have 
the template-created network flagged already.  

Customer Master New Install – 2-25



Like the Telephone network, it’s always a good idea to review the tier information.  

Customer Master New Install – 2-26



If you have pre-set internet network numbers, you may use the Number Selector where you can 
choose from available numbers.  At this point, you may get the Cascade Update information screen, 
much like you did when you created the Telephone network.  It’s a good idea to deselect the Main 
Number checkbox before choosing OK.  This keeps the main number set to Telephone – or the first 
network that was created.

Customer Master New Install – 2-27



The Internet USPs have been added based on the Template we’re using.

Customer Master New Install – 2-28



On any USP screen you can add and delete USP Codes.  

Customer Master New Install – 2-29



Any time you’re adding a code, you’ll need to both flag the code and choose OK.

Customer Master New Install – 2-30



The Equipment/Inventory screen allows you to view, remove, add and edit assigned Equipment or 
Inventory.  Equipment pulls from the Equipment Management functionality in CM.  Inventory pulls 
from the Nii (Network Inventory Interface) through the AM/CM interface.

Customer Master New Install – 2-31



Selecting Equipment requires fields that are somewhat different than those when you’re using the Nii.  
For example, in Equipment, there is no flag for Lease or Purchase while there is in Inventory.

Customer Master New Install – 2-32



Internet Accounts is typically used to track customers’ information when using your 
domain/internet services.  User ID, Password and Domain are all required values.  Domain may 
auto-populate based on a default setting.

Customer Master New Install – 2-33



Customer Master New Install – 2-34

The Internet screen shows FCC 477 Reporting information.  This is auto-populated based on the 
USP Code selected but can be changed if needed.  The Heart icon is for Internet Lifeline.



Customer Master New Install – 2-35

Like Telephone and Internet, you now have the opportunity to continue working on the new 
network created through the Template and Workflow or to flag a new Network.  Most of the 
time, you’ll choose the network already flagged.



Customer Master New Install – 2-36

The Network tier screen gives you a chance to review the information and make any updates – such 
as a network-specific Report Area.



Customer Master New Install – 2-37

Similar to the Telephone and Internet networks, the Cascade Information screen may display after 
you’ve selected a number.  It’s a good idea to deselect Main Number before choosing OK.  This 
retains the Telephone network’s number as the main number.



Customer Master New Install – 2-38

The USP screen allows you to review codes assigned through the template as well as delete existing 
codes and add new ones.



Customer Master New Install – 2-39

You can see all codes or use one of your filter options to shorten the list of available codes for selection.



Customer Master New Install – 2-40

Like all networks, the Equipment screen is available for updating, deleting and/or adding either 
equipment or inventory.  Video Equipment might be something like a set top box.



Customer Master New Install – 2-41

Contracts can be included in templates or created manually.



You have to either Accept or Decline an existing contract before you can complete the order.

Customer Master New Install – 2-42



The Accepted tab requires a date.  The Decline tab requires a date along with an option to select a 
reason.

Customer Master New Install – 2-43



Service Order Comments can be included in templates.  They may also be updated, added or 
deleted.

Customer Master New Install – 2-44



New and additional comments are entered in the lower section of the screen.

Customer Master New Install – 2-45



If you need to stop your work effort before finishing your stages, you’ll choose Return to Service 
Order at the bottom right of the Workflow screen and then close out of the order.  You can find it 
later through Service Order Search, Inbox and Recent Activity.

If you’ve finished your work effort, you’ll complete your tasks and stages.

Customer Master New Install – 2-46



The final screen of Workflow indicates you’ve completed all of the included screens and you’re now 
finished.

Customer Master New Install – 2-47



The Service Order can be viewed and printed at any time throughout the order.  

Customer Master New Install – 2-48



It’s always a good idea to review the order for accuracy.

Customer Master New Install – 2-49



Besides retrieving an order through Service Order Search and Recent Activity, you can also find the 
order in Service Order Inbox.  MACC Mobile also allows you to view and work orders.  MACC Mobile 
is a mobile-friendly website connected to Customer Master.

Customer Master New Install – 2-50



Under normal circumstances, an order would not be completed and applied until all of the 
work/Stages/etc. has been done.  However, for training purposes we’ll be completing and applying 
the order.   (Note:  even after completing the order you can still make changes.)

Customer Master New Install – 2-51



Applying the order means all of the work effort is done and the order is ready to be applied to the 
account.  Once the order has been applied, no more changes can be made.

Customer Master New Install – 2-52



Whenever you work an order that involves money, you want to check Billing Inquiry.  It shows 
what’s going to be billed on the Bill Date in the upper right corner – the next Bill Cycle.  You can 
see proration on recurring charges, recurring credits and current OCCs.  You have an itemized list 
for each tier, including a sub-total and then a final total.  The amounts do not include 
taxes/fees/surcharges or toll.

Once an account has been through billing, this is a great screen for viewing and reporting on 
history.

Customer Master New Install – 2-53



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-1
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Customer Master New Install Review – 3-2

Classic Service Order is an option for all types of orders, including New Install.  Rather than moving 
through screens included in Workflow, the Classic option allows you to move through each screen 
on each tier.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-3

Using Templates is a great way to pre-populate values on various screens.  Using a Linked 
Template will create all the tiers included in the template.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-4

Notice all of the nodes with the Update indicator.  These have been changed either through default 
settings (CPNI, Credit, etc.) or through the Template (Security Deposits, Contracts, etc.)



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-5

Stages route the order from one department and/or employee to the next.  It’s useful when using 
notifications (Messaging) and Service Order Inbox.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-6

Questions are great from a marketing standpoint.  Including a ‘how did you hear about us’ question 
can lead to reporting and new marketing efforts.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-7

Account Contact information is essential and it allows for customer communication of all types.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-8

An OCC (One-time Charge or Credit) at the Account tier is generally used to cover one-time charges 
for the entire order, rather than network-specific one-time charges.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-9

CPNI (Customer Proprietary Network Information) is two-fold.  First, it houses information used to 
verify the customer talking to you has rights to the account.  The second piece is CPNI Approval.  
Depending on your Opt-In or Opt-Out status, it will indicate whether or not they want to receive 
targeting marketing efforts.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-10

The Credit screen has options for lots of information, including Credit Class.  Credit Class can be 
used in conjunction with auto-updates based on on-time payments and delinquents.  This auto-
behavior means you don’t have to keep track of updates manually.  Credit Class can also be used 
as a factor in your delinquent setups.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-11

Bank Information contains options for credit scores, ACH and credit cards.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-12

Security deposits can be included in Templates, if you collect them.  If they’re in the selected 
template, you’ll see the update icon next to Security Deposits on the tree view.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-13

Contracts can be included in templates or built from scratch.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-14

Initial contracts are in a Pending Status.  They must be either Accepted or Declined in order to 
complete the order.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-15

Each Network tier requires a Network Number. This can be assigned at any point in the order but 
must be done before you Complete the order.  You’ll also need to be sure there are numbers on 
each tier if you have an Assign-tier Bundle – a bundle that includes more than one Network type.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-16

Once a network is saved, the Cascade Information window will display.  On the left, it’s asking what 
values to update and on the right it’s asking ‘locations’.  Typically, the first network built is used for 
the Main Number so that option would be deselected on subsequent networks.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-17

Some of the Network nodes will be updated either through the Templates, defaults or through the 
Cascade information options.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-18

Review the Telephone screen to make sure the 477 Reporting information was added.  It’s 
populated based on the values associated with the assigned USP Code/s.

The heart icon takes you to the Lifeline screen where you can track the customer’s information and 
access the NLAD portal.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-19

If a Template is being used, most likely the required charges will already be populated.  Codes can 
be added, deleted and in some cases updated (changing the quantity, etc.).



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-20

All selected telephone USPs will display on the Telephone USP screen.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-21

OCCs can be included on any tier.  In the template, an OCC was included on the Telephone 
network.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-22

Carrier information could be populated if it’s included in a selected Template. The CICs can also be 
added manually as well as outdated if needed.

Note:  many companies choose to have a CIC for ‘no carrier selected’.  In this case any carrier 
auto-populated would need to be outdated and the new CIC added.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-23

If the address you’re using has been validated against the E911 MSAG (Master Street Address 
Guide), and you’re using E911 Automation or included E911 as one of the options in the Cascade 
Information screen, your E911 screen will be populated.  No saving of the E911 information is 
needed.

If the Post icon is enabled, you’ll need to update and/or save the information.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-24

If Directory was included as one of the options from the Cascade Information screen, a main listing 
will already be populated.  You can update the existing listing, add a separate listing (the same 
number but a different name) and create additional listings (numbers listed below the main 
number).



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-25

Equipment Management functionality can be used to track equipment directly in Customer Master.  
The AM Inventory (sometimes called Nii or Network Inventory Interface) can be used to distribute 
equipment from the Inventory module in Accounting Master.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-26

The Plant screen will display all plant linked to the address being used and its associated network.  
From here you can edit the plant and add plant comments.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-27

Calling Card and Toll Free are available for tracking.  Required fields for each are designated by an 
asterisk.  The Ring Down To Number for a toll free number is sometimes referred to as the bill-to 
number.  



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-28

A Toll Code is a calling plan, such as a block of time plan for a monthly rate, or a reduced per-call 
rate.  In this example, the Toll Code was added through the Template.

Quantity can be used to control the charges along with the toll processing.  This is most often used 
for aggregation – when multiple networks on the same account share in a block of time.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-29

LIDB/CNAM is a two-part screen.  LIDB is Line Identification Database.  It covers incoming call 
blocking.  The default is No restrictions.   Privacy is Caller ID – outgoing identification.  The default 
is No Indicator.  For most providers, No Indicator means the number will display but nothing else.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-30

It’s a good idea to review the next network created through the Template.  Changes such as a 
Report Area update may be needed.  The Network Number is also selected on the Network tier 
screen.

If you get the Cascade Information screen, deselect Main Number.  If not, this network will become 
the main number, printing on the bill and used for other things such as reports and credit card 
processing.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-31

The FCC 477 Reporting values are included on the Internet screen.  These should be auto-
populated based on the USP code selected.  You can also access lifeline for discounted Internet 
services.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-32

The Internet Accounts screen houses user information, typically for those that are using your 
services.  



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-33

USPs may be populated if they’re included in a Template.  Some codes may be ‘limited time’ codes 
such as a credit for a certain service.  If this is the case, the code/s should have future Out Dates.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-34

OCCs can be included on any tier of the account.  You can add, edit and cancel OCCs.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-35

Cable/Video is another type of network.  It’s recommended you review the information and make 
any necessary updates.  This is also where you add a Network Number.

Once you save the number you might get the Cascade Information screen again.  If so, be sure to 
deselect Main Number in order to retain the Telephone number as the main number.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-36

The USP screen will show any codes added through the Template, or no codes if they weren’t 
included or a Template wasn’t used.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-37

As seen previously, OCCs are available for assignment on any tier.  They can be added, edited and 
canceled.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-38

Equipment is available on all Network tiers.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-39

The Equipment screen will house any equipment through the Equipment Management functionality 
in Customer Master and inventory through the Nii (Network Inventory Interface) through 
Accounting Master.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-40

At any point along the way, you can close out of the order and continue to work it at a later time.  
Simply click on the X in the upper right corner of the header.  This does not cancel your order, it 
will remain pending.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-41

To retrieve an order, you can use Service Order Search, Inbox and Recent Activity.  Use the Search 
icon on the Account Management tab to use Service Order Search.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-42

To find your order based on staging, click on Inbox on the Account Management tab.  You can view 
by My Inbox, Department or All Service Orders.  

(Note:  Inbox can also be used to find Trouble Tickets and Sales Leads.)



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-43

Some companies may retrieve their orders from MACC Mobile – a mobile friendly website connected 
to Customer Master.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-44

Recent Activity will display the last 50 ‘hits’ on accounts for Inquiry, Service Order, Trouble Ticket 
and Sales Lead.  Recent Activity can be accessed through File – Recent Activity.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-45

At this point, the Customer Service/Sales work effort is done and the only work effort left is to 
complete the assigned Stages and Tasks.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-46

Remember that at any time in the Service Order process you can preview and print the order.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-47



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-48

Completing an order simply changes the status from Pending.  At Complete you can still make 
changes.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-49

Applying the order changes the status from completed to applied.  Once the order has been 
applied, no further changes can be made.



Customer Master New Install Review – 3-50

At Billing Inquiry you can view all recurring charges, recurring credits and OCCs for the upcoming 
Bill Date.  

You can view historical information by changing the date in the Bill Date field.



Customer Master Inquiry – 4-1
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Customer Master Inquiry – 4-2

The Inquiry window, accessed from the banner in the Account Management Tab, is the starting 
point to view information related to an existing account.  Numerous criteria is available to help you 
locate accounts.

Search options include the Account, Network, Customer and Main/Contact numbers.  Last Name 
and First Name fields can be used for residential accounts.  The Full Name field can be used for 
business accounts.  It can also be used for residential accounts as long as you start your search 
with the first name.  You can also search by  Customer Tier, Co-Applicant and CPNI Authorized 
Contact.

Address can be used to search by an address existing on any tier of an account.  Billing Zip 
searches for the zip code on just the Account tier.  Credit ID and Tribal ID pull from the Credit ID 
field on the Credit screen of the Account tier.

Equipment Options pull from either Equipment Management within Customer Master or the 
Inventory Interface with Accounting Master (Nii).  The Equipment ID can be something like a serial 
number.  An Attribute might be something like the type of equipment (modem, set top box, etc.) 
and the Value could be a serial number, MAC Address and so on. 

Searching by email pulls the account based on the Email address stored in the Other Information 
screen.



Customer Master Inquiry – 4-3

Status options include All, Active, Suspended and Disconnected.  The default is All.  Net Type 
searches can be by All or any of the networks within your database.  A default can be set through 
Tools – Options – General.

Depending on the Net Type selected, more search options are available:
• All – Capital Credit Number
• Telephone – Directory Listing Information, Toll Free number and Calling Card number
• Internet – User ID
• Special Circuit – LEC#, IXC#, Term Point

Flagging Auto-Expand Tiers will automatically display the Account, Customer and Networks, so you 
don’t have to continually click + to get to the needed tier.  Suppress Discon Tiers will hide any tiers 
that have been disconnected based on the number of days entered.  Even with this set, you can still 
see all tiers if you right-click in the account tree area in View.

Once you have your search value entered, either click on the binoculars or hit your Enter key to 
retrieve the account.  If your results don’t seem accurate, or you want to start a new search, you 
can use the eraser button to reset.  



Customer Master Inquiry – 4-4

You can use partial searches and wild card searches (%) or search on multiple options at one 
time. If multiple records are found you can view them in the Select an Account grid.  

On this screen you can re-order the columns by clicking on the column header and dragging 
and dropping.  You can also re-sort the columns by clicking on the arrow in the column 
header.  Additionally, you can use custom search and filter options by clicking on the column 
header.

Account, customer and network tiers may display in different colors throughout all inquiry and 
view options.  

•Black – active tier
•Red – disconnected tier
•Pink – suspended or vacation tier
•Blue – lifeline on telephone network tier

Just highlight the needed account and choose OK.  If your search doesn’t provide the correct 
results, you can choose the Cancel button in the lower right of the grid.



Customer Master Inquiry – 4-5

If an account from the Selected Accounts screen has been chosen in error, retrieve the 
Selected Accounts screen by clicking on the blue ellipsis.  To begin a new search, click on the 
gray Search bar at the top of the Inquiry screen.



Customer Master Inquiry – 4-6

Searching by a single account brings up the Main Inquiry screen for that account.  This screen 
displays quite a bit of information related to the account, including tiers, active and inactive dates, 
Report Area and Tax Area assignment, Capital Credit Member number, the Main Number, Credit 
Class and more.  Use the scroll bar to see additional details.
• The blue section of the window displays any alerts associated with the account.  Alerts are 

selected through Maintenance – Common – Alerts.  
• Messages displayed in the green section of the window are triggered by USP codes marked 

Display Message through Maintenance – Common – USP Code, and assigned to the account.  
• CPNI shows the CPNI authentication details for this account. 
• Activity shows the disconnect/reconnect history of the account.  Vacation displays vacation

history if the vacation indicator is utilized.
• The Marketing tab will display a message if CPNI Approval is needed prior to offering upgrade 

opportunities to your customer.  If you choose CPNI Approval Received, the system will display 
any marketing messages the customer qualifies to hear about, based on your Suggestive 
Marketing Criteria.  

Each user has the ability to resize the various windows on the screen.  Hover over the line between 
the windows and then drag to the desired size.  This screen is user-specific and any changes will 
hold from one search to the next.

Another reminder - if you need to start a new search, simply click on the gray Search bar at the top 
of the Inquiry window.



Customer Master Inquiry – 4-7

Buttons appear immediate above and to the left of your account information.  We’ll discuss each of 
these options at a high level. 



Customer Master Inquiry – 4-8

An Envelope or E-Mail to the customer can be produced using the Mail Label button.  It will either 
print an envelope in one of five different envelope styles to the billing name and address of record 
on the account, or if the drop-down arrow exists, it will compose an email to the customer.  



Customer Master Inquiry – 4-9

The Inquiry Account Overview screen.  This is an extremely useful screen that displays multiple 
details about the account in one location.

This is a customizable screen by user.  On the left-hand side of the screen, there is a legend that 
allows you turn the sub-screens on and off.  Once you have your sub-screens selected, we 
recommend you minimize this legend so you have additional real estate on your screen.  In 
addition, you can move screens to the four different panes, and resize each pane by dragging and 
dropping on the border of each pane.



Customer Master Inquiry – 4-10

The Account tab displays all of the account-level information included in the main inquiry view.  
Additional information includes CPNI approval, an additional phone number and an email address.  
From here you can also generate a mail label or email as well as view documents electronically 
attached to the account.

USPs/Bundles will display the current USP codes and Bundle codes associated with the tiers on the 
account.

The Activity tab displays any open service orders or trouble tickets.  From here you can open the 
order or ticket and print the order or ticket.  If there are multiple open orders or tickets, you have 
the option to print all of them.

The CPNI tab displays authentication information and additional contacts.



Customer Master Inquiry – 4-11

The Action Analysis tab shows a row for each time a Service Order, Trouble Ticket, CRM row, 
Payment Arrangement, Delinquent Notice, etc. has been added to an account.  It gives and 
abbreviated summary of what was done.  The Service Order or Trouble Ticket can be printed from 
this screen if needed.

The Toll Code tab lists all of the toll plans currently assigned to any telephone networks.

The Contracts window will display any active, expired or broken contracts associated with the 
account and/or network tiers.

The Billing tab displays the basic A/R information as well as last bill amounts, security deposit and 
write-off information.  From here you can also view and print a PDF version of the previous months’ 
bill.  It also includes a shortcut to the A/R Balance screen.



Customer Master Inquiry – 4-12

The Security Deposits tab displays information related to deposits on the account.

Selecting the OCC tab will show all non-billed OCCs and their respective tiers.

Service Agreement information can be available when a company uses that feature.

The Payment Arrangement tab lists all arrangements made on the account as well as additional 
instructions.  Scrolling over will also show whether or not an arrangement has been flagged as 
broken.



Customer Master Inquiry – 4-13

The CRM tab is the Client Relationship Management tab and lists all contacts created on the 
account.  In addition to the regular contacts, you can also choose to include contacts automatically 
created when a late notice is generated and when a CPNI letter is generated.  From this window 
you can also click anywhere in the grid to open the contacts screen and enter a new contact.

The Plant tab will display current assigned plant data at any network and address associated with 
the account.

Rewards can be displayed for those companies calculating Bill Rewards or PPV Rewards.

The Equipment tab displays any equipment associated with any networks on the account and 
includes specific equipment information such as the model, serial number and so on.



Customer Master Inquiry – 4-14

Inquiry View looks very similar to Service Order.  You can easily navigate to the same screens to 
view details on the account in a read-only mode.



Customer Master Inquiry – 4-15

The comments bubble contains miscellaneous comments associated with the account.  These may 
be comments converted in from a previous system
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The Electronic Documents icon allows you to view all documents that have been electronically 
attached to the account.  Besides viewing a list, you can open a selected document, attach or 
delete a document and view the entire electronic documents folder.

Attach any documents, scans, email messages, etc. from this screen.  
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The CPNI window displays information such as Authentication and Call Detail password information 
as well as CPNI Approval.  The Contact Information tab stores the names of additional authorized 
account users and Breach Information houses specifics for any break of CPNI rules.

You may edit CPNI information from this window.  
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Using the Sales Lead icon you can create a quote on the existing account.  You can also edit, delete 
and print an Sales Lead.  That Sales Lead may later be converted into a Service Order. 
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From the Security Deposit screen you can enter a new deposit, flag a deposit as NSF, refund the 
deposit and print a receipt.  The Report icon on this screen also allows you to print the Refund 
Detail report for the selected account or all accounts.  The History tab will show any previous 
deposits that have been fully refunded. 
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The Payment Arrangement icon allows you to create a new arrangement, delete an existing 
arrangement and/or flag an arrangement as broken.

The Instructions field is free-form and lets you enter any information specific to the arrangement 
being created.

The Payment Arrangement Processing Tool should be executed regularly to update arrangements 
that are due – changing them to either Broken or Completed status.

Arrangements can also be created through the Payment Entry icon.  Any arrangements on accounts 
will display on the Account Overview.
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Client Relations Management is the next icon through Inquiry.  The CRM tool allows you to record 
all customer contacts including the subject and the result.  The data collected will appear in the 
Account Contacts report through Tools – Reports – Marketing.

You can add, delete and edit from this screen.  You can determine the types of information you 
want to see in the History grid by selecting the various options as well as by using the advanced 
search and filter functionality.  You can re-order the columns by clicking on a column header and 
dragging and dropping.  You can also re-sort the columns by clicking on the arrow in the column 
header.  In addition you can use the custom search and filter options to refine the information 
displayed in the grid.

From this screen you can also create a personal bill message to print on the first detail page of the 
account’s next bill.  Clicking on the Reports icon prints the Account Contact report for this account 
or all accounts.  Both report options can be exported to a CSV file.

You can also flag individual CRM rows as an Inquiry Note. When inquiring on this account in the 
future, a pop-up will display the selected CRM information. This is especially useful for accounts 
that need special handling.

The CRM icon is also available through View for every tier on the account as well as through 
Account Overview, service orders and trouble tickets.
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A/R Balance screen shows both current and historical receivables information for the account.  The 
upper-left section of this screen shows current information including the Amount due, which is the 
amount that was last billed.  Applied Payments, Unapplied Pre-Payments and Pending Payments 
reflect any payments posted since the last bill and Current Balance Due is the remaining balance 
due.

The upper right-of the screen shows both the Previous Balance, Net OCCs and aging.

The lower half of the screen displays monthly bill history and can also include an icon indicating the 
account received a Late Notice for a specific month.  You can highlight and double-click or click on 
the History icon to see detailed information for a single monthly bill.  You can also run the A/R 
Balance History report to see bill summaries for the past 12 months.
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The Payment Entry screen displays payment-related information specific to the account.  The main 
screen shows the Current Balance due as well as any Pending Payments or Unapplied Pre-
Payments.  By highlighting a node on the left of the screen you can view quite a bit of additional 
information including Payment History.

If the account is flagged for any alerts, you will see the alerts displayed in the upper-right of the 
screen.  Deciding which payment alerts you’d like to see displayed on accounts can be done 
through Maintenance – Common – Alerts.

Payment information and processing will be covered in more detail later in our training but it should 
be noted that this is not the screen you would typically use for payment batches.  
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The Write-Off icon is most typically used on disconnected accounts where the customer has failed 
to pay, and aging on the account has resulted in the company writing off the remaining balance.  
You are able to write-off portions of active accounts.  

From the Write-Off window, you’ll be able to see the Write-Off Categories by bill date.  At the 
bottom of the screen, you’ll see the account’s active Account Balance, the Write-Off Amount, Write-
Off Payments, and the current Write-Off Due amount.  

From this screen, you can make Write-Off Payments, Spread Payments, create additional Write-Off 
Rows, and Create Write-Off OCCs.  You may also run the Write-Off Report from this window.   
Additional detailed training is available on the Write-Off module, including how to perform Mass 
Write-Offs.
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The E-Rate window will show the charges, discounts, FRN information and so on for accounts 
eligible for the E-Rate program.  If E-Rate is a consideration in your office, we strongly recommend 
taking the E-Rate training course.
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The Billing Inquiry icon can be used to view current and historical charges on the account.  Keep in 
mind that this screen shows only recurring and one-time charges and credits.  The amounts 
displayed do not include any taxes, surcharges or toll and shouldn’t be used to check the balance 
due on an account.

The Date drop-down in the upper right of the screen defaults to the next cycle date.  To view past 
charges, select a previous date from the drop-down and detail will be displayed.

From this screen you can also view and print previous bills.  Select a past date from the drop-down, 
click on the Print Image icon and select Print Image or View PDF of Bill.  The Toll OCC Adjustments 
option allows you to enter OCCs for toll adjustments through print image.
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The Service Order icon will open a new order on the account.  If there is already an open order 
you’ll get the option to either continue the open order or start a new one.  The service order will 
open highlighted on whatever tier is highlighted through Inquiry.

It should be noted that if you open a new order on an account that has an existing order open, an 
orange N icon will appear next to those nodes impacted by the first order and no changes can be 
made to these during the second order.
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Now let’s review the icons along the left-hand side of the Inquiry window.  First, the eBill icon is 
available to allow you to send eBill or Credit Card information to CDS Global for a new account.  
The information would typically be sent in with the first billing, but if this customer wants to be set 
up for eBill or Credit Card before their first bill, you may wish to execute this option.

Once the account has been set up using the eBill button, the user may go into the account to add 
the credit card information accordingly.  

When using the eBill button, there are a few possible results:  

1) The transaction is complete, and you’ll get a message stating that the account was successfully 
added to the eBill database.

2) If you attempt to send the information on a new account more than once, the transaction will 
fail with a message stating that the customer already exists in the system.

3) If the Main Number was not set or is non-numeric, you will receive a message indicating that 
the security code is invalid and the Main Number must be numeric.

4) If there are internet connectivity issues, you will receive a message stating that there are errors 
with your internet connection.

NOTE:  A user must have Admin, Billing, SO 1, SO 2, or Receivables 1 security rights before they 
can use this functionality.
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The Manual OCC icon shows all OCC history for the tier selected from the drop-down at the top of 
the screen.  You have the option to view All OCCs, which includes previously billed OCCs, Non-Billed 
OCCs and Canceled OCCs.  You can also select to view just Non-Billed, which is the default, or 
Canceled OCCs.  

From this same screen you can enter a new OCC on a selected tier, edit an existing OCC or cancel 
an OCC.  Use the Insert or Edit icons to open up the OCC Editor.  You may also print the OCCs by 
Source or Account Non-Zero Balance reports from this screen.  You may also use the Generate 
OCCs from a Bundle tool or the Installment OCC Calculation Tool (to spread OCCs over several 
months).  For Jump Start, we’ll just discuss adding and editing OCCs.  

To add an OCC, select the appropriate Tier, and click on the Insert (+) button.  At the Manual OCC 
editor, you’ll select a Service from the drop-down.  You have the option to change the fields that 
will be auto-populated.  To change debits to credits or vice-versa, use the circled red R button.  You 
may mark the OCC as Permanent, Prior Month, or Round Up (for charity – only available on an 
account-tier OCC).  Use the Quantity field to adjust the quantity of your OCCs.  Use the Days field 
to allow the system to calculate a proration based on the number of days.  A Recalc Amount tool is 
also available to help you calculate fractions.  

Keep in mind that in order for the OCC to appear on the next bill, it must be entered prior to Bill 
Cut.
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The Capital Credit icon will show monthly patronage for a selected tier.  From this screen you can 
also click on the Report icon to print a selected bill cycle, print a fiscal year or print all bill cycles.  
You can also add, delete or edit patronage rows in the grid on the lower half of the screen.
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You must be highlighted on a network tier to enable the Trouble Ticket icon.  Clicking on the icon 
opens a ticket on the selected network.  If there is already an open ticket for that network, the 
Trouble Selection screen will open, allowing you to either continue work on the open ticket or start 
a new ticket.

To start a new ticket, click on the Insert (+) button at the Trouble Selection window.  If there is no 
ticket, the system will automatically open one.  We’ll discuss Trouble Tickets in more detail later in 
this session. 
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The Plant icon is another icon only enabled when you’re highlighted on a network tier.  Clicking on 
the icon opens the Plant Search screen.  Here you can view all of the plant associated with the 
network number and address.  You can add plant or network address comments, print the Plant 
Search report, edit Plant Key and add, delete or edit plant details.  This is the same screen accessed 
through plant in a service order, through a trouble ticket and through the large Plant icon on the 
main screen of Customer Master.
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The Directory icon will only be illuminated if you are highlighted on the Telephone network of the 
account tree.  Edits and additions can be made from this screen or through a service order.
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Prior to beginning any Service Order to change an existing account, you will want to use Inquiry 
to find the account.  

To launch a Service Order on an existing account, you will use the Service Order icon displayed at 
the top right of the Inquiry window.  

Keep in mind that Service Order Workflow may be set up to assist you with navigating through 
specific service order classes.  
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Any Service Order should start with completing the Effective Date and Class fields.  
To add an additional network, you may highlight either the existing Customer Tier or an existing 
Network Tier in the Tree View.  Once the existing network has been highlighted, you will want to 
choose the Speed Add Network icon.
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The new Network will automatically be created.

Every time a new Network is added, it’s important that you verify the accuracy of the Report Area 
field, and change it if needed.  

Once you post your Network screen, the Cascade Information window will appear.  In most 
cases, the Main Number field should be deselected, because typically a secondary line is not 
going to be the Main Number.  
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After posting the network information, the Tree View will be built for the new Network.  Now, you 
may work your way through the Tree View – much the way you did when creating the New 
Install service orders.
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As with New Install Service Orders, you will want to add OCCs for any one-time charges that 
need to be applied to this new Network
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At the Carrier screen, you will need to choose an Inter and Intra LATA carrier selection.

If the PICs are different for each jurisdiction, they can be changed.  

If an Effective Date is not filled in, the system will automatically use the effective date of the 
Service Order when the order is applied. 
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At the E911 screen, you will need to select a PSAP and the Type of Service – Not FX or Non-Pub 
and Non-Pub are the most frequently used choices.  After this information has been reviewed for 
accuracy, you may Post.  

A confirmation prompt will appear to remind you that E911 changes will remain even if you 
cancel the service order.  You may choose Yes to continue.  Another confirmation prompt will 
appear requesting if you would like to associate the E911 PSAP, County, and Community with the 
Network Address.  You may choose Yes to continue.
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At Directory, you have the opportunity to edit the Directory Listing.  To access the listing, double-
click on the element in the grid to open the Directory editor screen.  After making changes, you 
may Post.  If you make changes to the name, you’ll want to make sure to also change the Sort 
information.  A warning will appear if two listings have the same Sort information.  
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At the Equipment tier, you can optionally add sale/lease Customer Premise Equipment (CPE) that 
you wish to track. This may include CPE such as modems, phones, set top boxes or any other 
devices that reside with the network.

Separate Maintenance Tables for setting up Manufacturers, Models and Attributes are located at 
Maintenance-Common-Service Order. 

You may also choose to issue equipment stored in Accounting Master with the optional Network 
Inventory Interface. 
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At the Plant screen, you are able to view the Plant Details associated with the address.  To make 
changes to the details, click on the edit button to open the SO Plant Editor screen.  To see all 
Plant Codes, click on Exploded at the View Mode selections.  

At the Description column, you may click into the field, type the % sign, and press enter to see a 
list of available details to add to this address.  When you have finished editing the plant details at 
this address, you may Post.
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At Calling Card, you may add the corresponding Calling Card information to this telephone 
network, if applicable.  When all required information has been entered, you may Post.  
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At Toll Code, you may add the corresponding Toll Code calling plan information to this telephone 
network, if applicable.  To add information to this screen, you first need to click the Insert (+) 
icon.  
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At LIDB/CNAM, you may add the corresponding LIDB Code and Privacy Indicator information to 
this telephone network.  In addition, this is where you will enter the Caller ID Name information 
to be transmitted to Verisign.  When all required information has been entered, you can Post. 
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Service Order Comments may now be added at the Service Order Comments node.  Add the 
comment to the pane at the bottom of the window.  When you are finished typing your 
comment, choose Post to save the changes.  The comment will move from the bottom pane to 
the Comments grid.  
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To locate the order, you will want to use the Service Order Search.  At the Status filter, you can 
choose Pending to filter your search to only those orders.  Enter any search criteria that you 
know and use the binoculars to perform the search.  

After you have found the service order, you may update it by clicking on the corresponding line 
in the grid.

As a reminder, you may Print the service order at this point if needed.  
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Your order may also be available by accessing MACC Mobile – allowing you to move toward and 
efficient, paperless environment.
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Prior to Completing the service order, you may wish to make any final updates to the service 
order.  You’ll also want to confirm that the correct Effective Date has been used.  When the 
account is ready to move to the Complete status, you may click on the Complete icon. 

As a reminder, a service order may be printed at anytime during this process by choosing the 
Print icon.  
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To commit the changes associated with the Service Order to the database, you will use the Apply 
button.  Keep in mind that you will want to verify the effective date prior to applying, as the 
prorations will be calculated based on the Effective Date at the time the Service Order is Applied.

After applying the order, you can use the Verify Billing to view you prorations at Billing Inquiry.  

You may be wondering what the difference is between Complete and Apply.  Some companies 
have their customer service reps or technicians complete the Service Order when the work is 
done, and a separate billing department will Apply the order.  Security roles may be implemented 
that allow users to either Complete or Apply.  Also, some companies’ switch activation commands 
are sent either at Complete or Apply.  Check with your company regarding your business 
practices regarding completing and applying orders.  
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To view the billing details associated with the change that was just made, you can also use 
Inquiry to find the account and select Billing Inquiry.  

This screen will display exactly how the account will be prorated for the new services on the next 
bill.    
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There is another option to add a new network.  Begin with completing the Effective Date and 
Class fields, this should be a common practice. 

To add an additional network, you may highlight the existing Network Tier in the Tree View.  
Once the existing network has been highlighted, you will want to choose the Copy Network icon.

You can also use this function when changing an existing telephone network number. You’ll want 
to disconnect the original and use the copy to build a new network and select a new number. 
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A second window will appear where you may select which elements you want to copy.  Click OK 
to continue.
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Once you click OK, the copies will be completed.  You may want to copy all elements and then go 
back and edit details as needed.  There are a few business rules regarding what is and is not copied.  
We encourage you to read through the business rules to get a better idea of how the process 
functions.  

USP Node (Includes: USP, Bundles, Cell Rate Plans, Variable Rate USP) Rules:  
• Overlapping Dates: This will prevent the process from copying down the service to the designation 

networks.
• Service Area: Services have to match the networks’ service area or be blank to be copied.
• Assign Tier elements should not copy.
• Selective Bundle must be the same variant in order for the tool to mass update it.

OCC Node
• No prior month adjustment OCCs or work order invoice OCCs.
• Only OCCs generated in selected service order can be copied down.
• OCCs with the same USP Code but different Bill Start Dates are considered unique.
• The designated networks’ tax area is used to calculate OCC taxes. OCC taxes will be copied from 

the source network when the OCCs’ amount is 0.  In all other cases, taxes are calculated for each 
individual network.

Carrier Node
• Overlapping dates will prevent the process from copying the carrier to the designated networks.

Toll Code Node (Includes: Toll Codes, Toll Code Values, Associated USP to Toll Code)
• Overlapping dates will prevent the process from copying the toll code to the designated networks.
• Toll Code Aggregation is ignored when copying to the designated network, and will need manual 

update.
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When you’re ready, Complete and Apply the order.  You’ll be prompted to view Billing Inquiry.  
This screen will display exactly how the account will be prorated for the new services on the next 
bill.    
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Two types of feature changes commonly occur when end-users add or remove services. The first 
type of change is to add a service to an existing network.   During class, we will add and remove 
a USP code from the account and primary telephone number that was installed earlier in the 
session.

Launch the Service Order window and select CHNG from the Class dropdown.  As always, you will 
want to select an Effective Date.  

Highlight USP beneath the Network tier on which features are being added or removed to switch 
to the USP pane.  If adding Feature(s), click the Insert (+) icon to add a new USP Code/Feature. 
This will open the USP Selector window. 

Once the USP is found, select the code by checking the box to the left of the USP code.  Continue 
adding USPs if needed. When finished, click OK. The USP pane will display the USPs selected.   

Click the Post icon to save. An N will appear next to USP in the Service Order tree, indicating that 
it is new.

You can add Service Order Comments, which are located at the bottom of the Service Order tree 
view.  
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Another type of feature change that we will review is to remove service from an existing network.  

Highlight USP beneath the Network tier on which features are being removed to switch to the 
USP pane.

Highlight the USP Code to remove.  Click into the corresponding Out Date column and place an 
Out Date on the USP code that you are removing.  Once the USP is updated, click the Post icon 
to save. An N will appear next to USP in the Service Order tree, indicating that it is new.

Continue with Service Order Comments, which is located at the bottom of the Service Order tree 
view.  

Next, we will review a PIC Change in a new Service Order.
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PIC Changes are another common service order. 

By selecting the appropriate Change Initiated information, you will ensure that the correct TCSIs 
are used for carrier reporting.  The CIC and Carrier will populate in the Carrier form below.

Note – once the order has been Applied, the old Carrier selections will appear in the History 
section of the Carrier pane.  

Keep in mind that it’s possible that two additional screens may need to be updated on a PIC 
change.  The Toll Code window may need to be updated with a new calling plan, or an existing 
plan may need to be outdated.  If you charge your customer for PIC changes, you will need to 
enter the appropriate USP code.  
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Another service order type is to perform a service move. 

If the Address is not found, based on your company policies you may need to enter the address 
and click the Post icon to save.

After posting, there are possible confirmation prompts that will appear if the Capital Credits 
module is in use (that message is not shown here, but asks if you want to update Capital Credit 
information). Also, an optional window to generate a CPNI letter will appear.  

The Cascade Information dialog box will appear.  At this point, you may indicate which items of 
Subordinate Information should be updated.  If this is a true physical move, all items should be 
left selected, and choose Yes to continue.  
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You will notice that all of the nodes in the tree view will be updated automatically – if they are 
impacted by a move.  

Because of the critical nature of E911, we recommend that you review the E911 information each 
time a true move occurs.  Simply go to the E911 node to review the information for accuracy.   
Make any changes necessary, and then Post.  You will receive the E911 changes confirmation 
prompt.  

As a result of choosing to Update Subordinate Information, you will notice that items in the tree 
view are automatically updated – such as Directory.  The directory listing will have the new 
address associated with it. 

If you were to have a Billing Address Only change, you would NOT want to Update Subordinate 
Information.  
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Customer Master Disconnects / Reconnects – 6-2

Disconnections can be performed at any tier in the tree view.  Keep in mind that wherever the 
disconnection occurs, tiers subordinate to that tier will also be disconnected.  For Jump Start, we 
will begin with a complete disconnect of an account.  
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If a final billing address is other than the current Account tier address, click on the ellipsis to open 
the Address Search screen and perform a partial search.  If the address doesn’t exist, add it to 
the database, post the new address and double-click on it to move it into the service order.  
If the zip code doesn’t exist you can click on the ellipsis in that field to be taken to the Zip Code 
table.  Add it, save it and then select it from the drop-down in the Address Search screen.
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If the account is under contract, you might receive a warning.  We recommend breaking the 
contract and charging a broken contract fee.  
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Many times, upon disconnection, a Security Deposit will need to be refunded.  
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Back at the Security Deposit window at Service Order, you must now click on the Returned option 
to see your refunded deposit.

The OCC screen will show two OCCs on the Account tier, one for the Interest returned and one for 
the Principal returned.
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Once the order has been applied, the Billing Inquiry screen will show proration, either partial 
charges or partial credits depending on the disconnect date.  The Current OCCs tab will show any 
Security Deposit refunds and/or Broken Contract fees.

Refer to the instructions on the Jump Start Exercises worksheet to Complete and Apply the order, 
and verify billing.
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All tiers on the account will display in red with a Status of Disconnect and an Inactive date.  You’ll 
also be able to see the status of each tier in the Alerts section if this option has been selected in the 
Alerts table.
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We will now reconnect the entire account.  You will begin by retrieving the account through Inquiry 
and launching a Service Order.  Enter an Effective Date and Class.  Then, wipe out the Acct Status 
field and save the update.  

Note:  you’ll want to confirm the status to be used for reconnections.  In our training database, 
blank = active.

If the Billing Address needs to be updated, click on the ellipsis and perform a partial search.  If the 
address isn’t found, add it to the table.
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When the Account tier updates are posted, the initial Reconnect Services window displays.  This 
shows all services the customer had at the time of disconnect and all are flagged by default to 
reconnect.  At this point, you can deselect any services the customer no longer wants.

The window will display again at Service Order Complete.  The Recon Date will be the Effective 
Date of the order.  Any services initially deselected will not have reconnect dates.  Changes can still 
be made at this point, which would then retrigger the Reconnect Services when the order is 
completed a second time.

Note:  additional services can be added in a reconnect order, including both network-specific and 
assign tier bundles.  
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Another type of disconnect can be done at the Network tier.  This makes it very simple to 
discontinue all services for one specific telephone line, internet, or cable TV service. 

All individual USP codes associated with the network will discontinue billing as of the Effective 
Date on the Service Order.  The network will now appear in red when viewing through the Billing 
Inquiry. 

Based on your company policies, a network’s disconnect might impact either a contract or a 
bundle.  You might need to break the contract or remove an assign tier bundle from the account.  
You might also need to change the network designated as the Main Number on the account.
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Similarly, disconnected networks can easily be reinstated by reconnecting at the network tier.  
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When you post the Network tier updates, the Reconnect Services screen will display, with all 
services flagged for reconnect by default.  You can deselect any that aren’t needing reconnection.  
A customer can add additional services during the same reconnect order.  

The Reconnect Services window will display again at Service Order Complete, showing the 
services and dates of reconnect.
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Accounts can easily be placed on Vacation or removed from Vacation.  Vacation discount 
percentages are arranged at the Discount Setup, and are individual by company, by USP code.

Note:  some companies may choose to handle vacation discounting by using different account 
statuses.  If this is the case for your company, then you will handle this functionality as a 
disconnect/reconnect rather than using the Vacation indicator, selecting the appropriate tier status.
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Using the Vacation indicator triggers the Vacation information in the Alert section of Inquiry, along 
with the From/To Dates on the Vacation tab.  Using a Tier Status for Vacation, with a billing action 
of Suspend triggers the display in pink.  Either option can be used, as can both.  Each option feeds 
into its own set of reports.
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At Billing Inquiry you’ll see the regular charge and the Vacation credit with the credit displaying in 
blue.  The regular charge and the vacation credit will display on the bill as well.

Later, you can perform the same steps to remove the Vacation discount indicator and/or Tier Status 
on the account.  
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Let’s start with the basics.  All USP Codes have Billing Categories.  These pull from the 
categories linked to your Network categories.  Billing Categories are also a part of your 
Payment Matrix.  The matrix determines how payments are applied – either through age 
first followed by priority or by priority first, followed by age.  Basically, your categories talk 
to your matrix, which talks to your USPs.  The USPs talk to your balances and payments 
are applied accordingly.
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The A/R Balance screen shows both current and historical billing and payment information.  
It can be accessed through the A/R Balance icon on Inquiry as well as through payment 
entry.

• Amount Due  - Amount that was last billed
• Applied Payments, Unapplied Pre-Pymts and Pending Payments – Reflects Payment(s) 

posted since the last bill
• Current Balance Due – Amount of the remaining Balance Due from the Customer
• Previous Balance  - any unpaid amount that was brought forward from a previous billing 

cycle
• Net OCCs - net amount of all OCCs which have been entered for the next billing cycle

There are two rows for aging balances.  The first row represents the aging balances and is 
refreshed every 30 days based on billing cycle.  The second row represents the aging 
balances by Bill Date. 
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To research a specific billing month, select the month under the Bill Date column. Click on 
the History Book icon or double click on the month to open the A/R Balance Detail window 
for the selected month. The A/R Balance Detail window will default to the Tier Level Detail 
tab and this detailed information will show the outstanding balance for each billing 
category for the selected billing month.

Select the Payment History tab to review Payment information for the specific billing 
month. The Payment History tab includes the Batch Name in which the payment was 
included, Pay Date associated with the payment and Amount of the Payment.  You can also 
see the Method which was assigned to the Payment. (Cash, Check, Credit Card, etc.) and 
Method No., if applicable.  NSF is N unless the specific payment has been flagged as NSF.  
Status is Applied unless the specific payment is still in a pending batch of payments and 
Billed Date will match the Billing Month being viewed.  ACH Date is only populated if the 
Customer has utilized Automatic Bank Collect for their payment.
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Payments may be processed by selecting the Payment Entry icon from the Financial 
Management ribbon located at the top of the Customer Master window.  This is the best 
way to post batches of payments.  
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You can also enter payments through the Payment Entry icon at Inquiry.  This is used more 
for research than for payment entry.
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At the top of the Payment Entry screen, the following icons are available:

• Batch Apply – Provides access to the Batch functions and applying payment batches
• Lockbox – Process the lockbox payment file into a payment batch
• A/R Balance – Displays current and historical information for the selected Account
• Special Pay – Allows you to apply payments to specific charges
• Account Overview – Allows you to access the Account Overview window
• CRM – Provides access to the Account Contact information for selected account, allowing 

you to view and/or enter contact information
• Print Mail Label – Allows you to print an envelope from the payment entry screen
• Show My Pending Payments Running Total – Allows you to Pull up a Grid with your 

Running Total for Pending payments you have entered, similar to a register tape
• Reconnect Eligible Accounts – An option to automatically reconnect accounts 

disconnected for non-pay, based on specified parameters
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To quickly view the past 12 months of history, click on the Printer icon in the A/R Balance 
window.
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This is an example of the A/R Balance Activity Report.   It includes a Summary section 
which shows the current date’s information.  You can also see the balance detail and 
payment history.  
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Before starting your batch, be sure to verify the Payment Date for accuracy, and change 
the Batch name to an appropriate naming convention.  A typical batch name is the date 
followed by the user’s initials.  There is an option to set up a template which will auto-
populate the Batch field accordingly.

Note:  a Batch name is required before you can enter a payment.
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The return section of the end-user’s bill will look similar to the one seen here.  You will find 
it easiest to post the payment using the Account Number printed in the upper-right corner 
of the payment stub.  The Payment Amount (if your customer chooses to write it in) should 
be listed in the lower-right corner of the payment stub.

If the payment stub is not returned, there are several other ways to search for the account 
at payment entry.  
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After setting your Batch name select the applicable Network Type, or All.  If you are 
posting by Account number, you can leave the default to All.  
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If you do not know the account number, you can type in the Last Name, Full Name, or the 
Phone # (if you are on the Telephone network) of the account to which you would like to 
make the payment.  

For business accounts, without the account number available, you will need to search using 
the Full Name field. 

Use of a payment scanner is also an option.
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If you have more than one account with the same last name, an Account Selection 
dialogue box will appear and you can select the correct account.
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When an account has been retrieved, you will need to remember to review the Payment 
Alerts. The Payment Alerts notification flags are located under Maintenance – Common –
Alerts.  This allows you to select the Payment Alerts based on your companies needs or 
preferences. The selected Payment Alerts will be displayed through Payment Entry if 
applicable to the chosen account.
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Select the Method of payment.  The options are seen here.

The system will automatically continue to post to the most recently used method, so it may 
be easiest to post all checks together, then all cash, etc.  Reporting will allow you to 
balance by method, if you need to.
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Once you have an account, check the payment amount.  If it’s a full payment, all you have 
to do is click on the Enter Payment button.  You can choose to print a receipt at that point 
as well.

Once you hit Enter Payment, you’ll see the amount in the Pending Payments field.  The 
Current Balance Due amount will be decreased accordingly.

Additionally, once Enter Payment is selected, your cursor will go back to the field you used 
to search on the previous account.
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To make a Partial Payment, enter the Account information.  When the account is retrieved, 
simply type over the pre-set full payment amount with the partial payment amount. Then 
select Enter Payment, or simply press the Enter key.

The Amount due will still show the full balance, but the Current Balance Due will show 
what’s left after the payment’s been entered.  The new Payment Amount will populate with 
the remaining balance (Current Balance Due).
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If the customer’s payment exceeds the balance due, the Warning prompt seen here will be 
triggered. There is the Overpay Option which allows the Overpayment to be placed at the 
selected Tier level and Category or you can use the Special Payment function to distribute 
the funds manually.  
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When an overpayment is entered on an account, you will receive the Overpay Option 
window.  The payment will automatically default to the Account tier and the Miscellaneous 
category, however you can select a different Tier and Category to apply the overpayment 
to.  After making the selection in the Overpay Option click OK.  After OK has been selected, 
the Pending Payments field will reflect the Payment that was just posted and the Current 
Balance Due field will be updated to a credit amount.
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A Customer may indicate they would like their payment applied to some specific charges 
(Internet, Basic Telephone Service, Toll, etc.).  The payment can be entered as a Special 
Payment.  Enter amounts for each category.  

The Total Payment amount and the Sub Total from the amounts entered much match.
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There are additional screens associated with Payment entry to provide you with more detail 
regarding receivables.  Just click on the node in the tree view to view these details.

Information on any pending payments will appear when this option is selected.  Pending 
payments are those which have been entered but not applied through the batch process.  
To print a receipt for a pending payment, click the report icon.  To edit a Pending Payment, 
make the change/s in the available field/s.  To cancel a Pending Payment, click on the 
Delete icon.
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The OCC screen displays OCCs that have been applied to the account.  Click on the OCC in 
the grid to see additional details.
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Special Instructions for the account selected can be viewed here.  

Instructions are put on the account via Service Order at the account tier, on the credit 
screen.  Instructions will result in an alert on the Payment Entry screen if selected through 
the Alerts maintenance table.
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From the Payment History screen, you’ll see all applied payments.  Here,  you can Reverse 
a payment as long as it has not been through billing, flag a payment as NSF, or Delete a 
reversed payment.  You will also have the ability to print a payment receipt.  The Point of 
Sale icon allows you to enter a payment through the Accounting Master cash drawer. You 
will need to be interfaced with Accounting Master to process POS payments. The Send 
Payment Notification Email icon allows you to email a receipt of the payment. 

Payment History also allows you to view additional details regarding payments by moving 
the scroll bar to the right.  Additional details include Entered By/Date, Applied By/Date, 
CDS Global credit card information and Accounting Master POS Payments.  The windows 
also allow you to utilize the filter and sort capabilities.  This can be very helpful when 
troubleshooting payment history.  

NSF payments will be discussed later in this chapter. 
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The Credit Information displays ACH and/or credit card information saved to this account 
and is view only.  Information may be added via Service Order at the Credit – Bank 
Information screen.  Note:  For security purposes only the last 4 digits of the credit card 
number are displayed.
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The Payment Matrix screen is view only.  
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The Detail screen will show the charges broken down into specific categories, such as basic 
and non-basic.  It is for information only.  The Detail window allows you to utilize the filter 
and sort capabilities.  This can be very helpful when troubleshooting payment details. 
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The Carrier screen shows all of the payment portions applied toward toll.  You can also see 
the associated CIC Code, Amount, Balance and Date Paid.
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Security Deposit information includes the Rate Code, Deposit Amount, Date Received, and 
Description. It is informational only.
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All payments applied to Write-Off balances can be seen on the Write-Off Payments screen.  
This is view only.  Actual Write-Off payments are made on the Write-Off screen of the 
account.

Note:  when you retrieve an account in Payment Entry that has a write-off balance, you’ll 
get a warning prompt indicating so and allowing for direct access to the Write-Off screen.
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Pre-Payments can be entered at this screen.  Pre-payments are made to accounts that do 
not yet have a balance, such as a new install.  Amount, Category, Pay Date, Batch and 
Method are required fields.  

Pre-payment entry is also available through a New Install service order without having to 
apply the order.  This allows the user to accept Pre-Payments during the service order 
process without having to complete two service orders and enter the Pre-Payment through 
Payment Entry.  The Pre-Payments screen looks exactly like it does through the Payment 
Entry.  Simply enter the appropriate information and post to save the changes.  The Pre-
Payment will reflect on the customer’s bill as payment received.

The Matrix checkbox, when selected, will direct the Pre-Payment to the Payment Matrix in 
the event there are no charges to pay at the selected Category.  If there are charges at the 
selected category, the full amount of the Pre-Payment will be directed to the selected 
category.  If the Matrix box is not checked, the Pre-Payment will remain unapplied until 
charges occur at the selected category. 

The Matrix indicator is flagged by default.
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Purchases can be tracked at the Purchases screen.  This is generally used for small 
equipment like cell phones, jacks, or other accessories.  

Note:  This is for informational purposes only and will not affect your A/R balance, the 
customer’s bill, or payment reports.  This information does not currently interface with 
Accounting Master.
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Payment Arrangements can be viewed and made from this screen.  Payment arrangements 
will result in an alert on the Inquiry screen as well as on the Payment Entry screen if 
selected in the Alerts maintenance table.

This will allow you to track when the arrangement was Taken, the Arrangement Amount 
(how much is expected to be paid), and the Pmt Arr Ends date (when the amount is due).  
When a new arrangement is entered, the Status will default to Active.  

If you choose to use the automated functionality, select the Use Payment Arrangement 
Processing Tool (it may be flagged by default based on Tools – Options).  Here, you’ll need 
to indicate a Bill Date which is the Bill Date (from the past) that’s scheduled to be paid.  
Only those Bill Dates that are unpaid will appear in the dropdown.  You may also select a 
Network Type to be paid – which is optional.  The Original Balance of the bill may be auto-
populated by clicking on the calculator icon.  Finally, you’ll need to enter an Ending Balance 
– which is the goal balance to be achieved in order to satisfy the arrangement.

Additionally, you can tie the arrangement to specific Billing Categories, if you so choose.

A Payment Arrangement Agreement may be printed from this screen – which will detail 
each payment that’s scheduled to be paid, as well as customizable verbiage.
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Deleted Payments will display any payments that were either deleted while in a Pending 
status, or reverse once the payment was applied.  You can also see deleted payments for 
Write-Offs and Security Deposit Returns (not deposit refunds).
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Payment warnings may appear based on potential issues with the selected account:

• Pending Payment already exists, with the opportunity to apply that payment and enter 
another

• Write-Off balance, with the opportunity to continue to the Write-Off screen and enter 
the payment against the write-off balance

• Pre-Payment option for an account that has yet to be billed
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Reviewing and applying the batch can be done through the Batch Review/Apply icon.
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Depending on which Batch Name you select in the drop-down, you can view the total of 
pending payments in that batch.   
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There are several reports available from the Batch Functions screen, including the Batch 
report.  It’s a good idea to run this report before actually applying the batch.
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At the Batch Report Options screen, you can select your applicable print options and then 
select which batch or batches you want to print.
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If, when you’re reviewing the report, you find that corrections need to be made, you will 
want to return to the Payment Entry screen, find the Account that needs to be corrected, 
and go to the Pending Payments node to edit the payment.  The report may be printed as 
many times as necessary until the batch is accurate.

Notice that regular payments are listed first, followed by pre-payments.  A grant total of 
both appears at the end of the report.
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Once you’ve finished reviewing, you can apply the batch by clicking on the Post icon.  Make 
sure your batch is the one displaying in the Batch Name drop-down.
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The Confirm prompt seen here will display.  Choose Yes to apply the batch.
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Once the batch is applied it will now show up in the Applied Batches list.   You also have 
access to the Batch, Deposits Daily and Tier Level Summary reports.

At this point, you can also auto-reconnect any accounts that have been disconnected for 
non-pay and meet the established parameters.  You can also use this function on pending 
batches as well as when individual payments are being made.
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The Returned Payment functionality, found through Tools – Options – Returned Payment, is 
used for the automation of NSF Payments.  The NSF Fee for the Returned Payment will 
need a USP code, which will place the OCC at the Account Tier. 

For the Returned Payment amount, you can choose to place the returned payment amount 
on the Account Tier or on the Network Tiers (Detail) from which the charges were 
generated.  If the Tier Level of Detail is selected, you may need additional USP codes.

You can also generate a notification letter.  The letter is an option that’s triggered once the 
payment has been flagged as NSF and is custom-designed. 
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Flagging a payment as NSF is done through History at Payment Entry.  
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The Create OCC for Returned Payment screen will automatically open.  It’s at this point you 
decide which OCCs you want the system to auto-generate.  You can select Create OCC/Flag 
NSF or Flag NSF Only.  You can also choose to charge just the fee or just the chargeback, 
but the default is both.  Additionally, you have the option to create the OCCs as Prior Month 
OCCs.
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Once you’ve made your OCC selection, a confirmation screen will appear.  It’s important to 
note that once you flag a payment as NSF, you cannot reverse it, so you want to be sure 
you’re highlighted on the correct check amount before choosing Yes.

Once you’ve chosen Yes, the OCC By Source report will be displayed, showing all OCCs that 
were generated, along with a total amount.
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If the NSF Letter option has been enabled, an Information prompt will appear.  This allows 
you to Save the letter and print it later, print the letter now or skip the letter altogether.
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Historical NSF letters that have been saved can be re-printed using the NSF Notification 
Letters report located in the Reports Suite, under the Receivables section. 

Once the letters are printed, a Confirm prompt will allow you to select if you want to mark 
the letters as printed.  This will take those letters out of the batch queue.  If the letters 
printed OK, choose Yes.  If there was any problem, be sure to choose No so that you can 
attempt to correct the problem and reprint later.  
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Through Payment History you can now see that payment is flagged as NSF.  Remember –
this cannot be undone.
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Manual OCCs are OCCs created outside of Service Orders, Trouble Tickets and Sales Leads.  
The icon is available regardless of the tier you’re on in Inquiry.  You can view All OCCs 
which shows history,  Non Billed OCCs and Canceled OCCs.

The Permanent, Prior Month and Round Up options default to unchecked and are typically 
left this way.  Permanent would be used if you want this charge or credit to be extended to 
additional months.  Prior Month is used if this particular credit is being used to adjust a 
prior month’s bill.  Round up is used if you are utilizing the round-up for charity feature 
available in Customer Master.

The Description of the OCC is populated based on the description of the USP Code used.  It 
can be changed.  You can also include an Extended description, which will also print on the 
bill.  This is sometimes used to indicate the number of labor hours or a specific piece of 
equipment.
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The amount populates with the amount of the USP Code used.  It can be changed to a 
different amount and/or to a credit amount.  A credit amount needs a dash (-) in front of it, 
or you can use the Reverse icon.
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Billing Inquiry will show the non-billed OCCs at the bottom of the window with detail on the 
Current OCCs tab.  To see historical OCCs, change the Bill Date to a previous month and 
view the Billed OCCs tab.
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To begin using the Customer Master Trouble module, it’s important to understand some of the 
maintenance tables required to use the system.  

The maintenance tables utilized are Actions, Appointments, Categories, Causes, Equipment 
Codes, Escalation, Report Codes and Solutions.  All of these tables may be accessed from the 
Trouble Suite in the Account Management tab and also by navigating to Maintenance – Trouble.

We’ll discuss the most critical codes to Trouble Tickets in their order of importance.  
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We’ll discuss Trouble Report Codes first. 

Report Codes represent customer descriptions of the trouble they are having with their service. A 
report code is required information when a trouble ticket is opened.

MACC has a default list of Trouble Report Codes for Telephone-related issues, or your company 
may define your own list.  

The Trouble Report Code editor consists of a Code, and it may be related to a Network Type.  It 
also contains a Description.  Optionally, you can enter a Turn Around Time and a Priority on the 
Code.  

The Inactive Date column will display inactive dates added to Trouble Report Codes.
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Trouble Cause Codes are company-specific descriptions of the possible root causes of network 
trouble. A Cause Code is required information when a trouble ticket is cleared.

Cause Codes also consist of a Code and Description.  They will be related to a specific Network 
Type.  Optionally, they may include Turn Around Time and Priority.

The Inactive Date column will display inactive dates added to Trouble Cause Codes.
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When you point to Trouble on the Maintenance menu and choose Equipment Codes, the Trouble 
Equipment Code window appears.

The Trouble Equipment Code window is where various equipment types that may result in a 
trouble ticket (user-defined, company-specific codes used to denote plant materials) are listed.  
Equipment Codes can be treated as individual plant items, or as general plant groups (such as 
"Central Office," "Buried Plant," etc.) with each group containing related plant items or Trouble 
Equipment Detail.  Trouble Equipment Detail is a further description of the more general Trouble 
Equipment Code. You must fill in an Equipment Code and Detail in order to be able to clear a TEL 
trouble ticket. These fields are not required on Trouble Tickets for other networks but may still be 
populated in. 

You can enter an unlimited number of Trouble Equipment Codes and Equipment Detail Codes. In 
addition, you can enter plant information for each of the networks that your company maintains.

Again, MACC has a standardized list of Trouble Equipment Codes and Trouble Equipment Detail 
for your company to use for TEL networks or you may create your own.  

One often overlooked aspect of Trouble Equipment is the Plant Regulated check box. Its 
extremely important to check this field if your plant is regulated for reporting purposes. 
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When you point to Trouble on the Maintenance menu and choose Category Code, the Trouble 
Category window appears.

The Trouble Category window is where you may add company-unique Trouble Categories to 
further define your trouble tickets.  This is completely customizable for your company, and is not 
required in a trouble ticket.  

Trouble Categories can have Actions added to them to track tasks required to complete that 
category of Trouble Ticket.  Categories are also required in order to utilize Trouble Escalation. 
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Action codes are optional maintenance fields that can be used to indicate various types of work 
that could be performed during the Trouble Ticket lifecycle. Codes set up within the maintenance 
fields are available for selection within the Actions screen of a Trouble Ticket.  In addition, there 
are optional date/time fields and an employee field available. Actions can also appear above the 
Work Performed group box on a printed Trouble Ticket.

Actions can be optionally utilized in the Trouble Escalation module. 

In addition, tickets distributed to a third party, such as a carrier, can be tracked from this screen. 
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An optional maintenance table is available to create user-defined appointment statuses to attach 
to the trouble ticket. These statuses could be set up as different times of the workday or different 
priorities.  It’s up to the user wants to classify different appointments for their technicians. 

The Appointment Status field automatically populates when a Trouble Ticket is scheduled from 
the Advanced Scheduler screen. 
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When you select Solution, the Trouble Solution Codes window appears. This table allows you to 
define Solution Codes and then attach them to Trouble Tickets. Once again, the Solution Code is 
tied into a specific network (e.g., TEL).   This information may be helpful for reporting, but is not 
required when processing a Trouble Ticket.
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When you choose Trouble Preferences from the Trouble Suite window, the Trouble Preferences 
dialog box appears.  Trouble Preferences chosen here will affect the way Trouble tickets are 
prepared and managed. You must have Preferences created for each network type you choose to 
create Trouble Tickets for. 

Unique Trouble Preferences may be selected for each Network Type.  The dialog box display grid 
contains data rows for network types that have preferences set for them. These preferences may 
be edited using standard procedures. To add preferences for a new network type, click the add 
button (+) and select an available network type from the drop-down field, then post the new 
preferences to expand the editor window and add detail information as described below.
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The following information is stored in each network’s trouble preferences editor screen:
• Address Type:  Select the Address Type to be used for Trouble Tickets
• Allow Change of Report Options:  When checked, service representatives will be able to 

change the default printing options when printing a Trouble Ticket. 
• Manual Ticket #:  When checked, Trouble Tickets will be entered manually by service 

representatives rather than automatically by the Customer Master system.
• Include on Trouble Ticket:  Checking the fields under this heading causes the referenced 

information to appear on the printed Trouble Ticket.
• History Years:  Enter a number or use the up and down arrows to set the number of years of 

Trouble History that should appear on the printed Trouble Ticket.
• USP Codes:  Select the network USPs to appear on Trouble screens and, if the USP Codes 

option is selected at the "Include On Trouble Ticket" area, on Trouble Tickets. Click the USP 
Codes tab and move the appropriate USP codes from the left pane to the right pane of the tab 
window.  USP codes added here, when also assigned to the account for which the Trouble 
Ticket is being created, will be displayed in the USP window of the Trouble Ticket Editor. If 
you select to print USP codes on Trouble Tickets, the USPs selected here will, if assigned to 
the account, also appear on the printed Trouble Ticket.  USPs appearing in the left window for 
selection have been designated for the network on the USP maintenance dialog box.

• The Include Network Plant options give the ability to print any additional selected networks’ 
plant with the Trouble Ticket. This will be discussed more in depth later in the training. 
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To add Trouble Questions, you may click on the Questions tab.  Here, you may add questions to 
be asked by service personnel when taking a Trouble call.  You may select a Display # order.  In 
addition, you may mark them as Required at Open or Required at Close (or leave not required).  

You can also add pre-defined answers to select from during a Trouble Ticket

Post the Trouble Preference information for the network.

Remember, Trouble Preferences are by Network, so in order to utilize Trouble for all networks, 
you must enter preferences on each network.  
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To initiate a Trouble Ticket, you should start by using Inquiry to find the appropriate Network.  
Notice that the trouble icon will only be illuminated if you are on the Network tier – not on the 
Customer or Account tiers.  You’ll also notice that Alerts may appear for Trouble – Cleared and 
Trouble – Open.  This will indicate if a Trouble Ticket has been cleared in the last twelve months, 
and the cleared date, or if there is an open ticket.  (Note:  these features will only be available if 
they have been turned on in the Alerts maintenance table.)

To launch the Trouble Ticket, click on the Trouble icon.  You can optionally click the drop-down 
arrow to open up a Trouble Ticket Search on the highlighted network. 

If a previous outstanding trouble ticket is open on this network, the Trouble Selection grid will 
appear, allowing you to select to edit the original ticket.  To add a new ticket, you may click on 
the insert (+) button.

If no previous outstanding trouble ticket is open, the system will automatically take you into the 
Trouble Ticket Editor (wizard).
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At the Trouble Editor, the system will walk you through the various stages of the Trouble Ticket.  
The first stage of taking a ticket includes the following information:

• Report Code:  A code describing the nature of the complaint made by the customer:
• Address:  The network address. If there are multiple addresses attached to the account, one 

address can be selected from this drop-down field. Note: the account’s primary address 
appears by default.

• Prefix:  Used as an company-specific identifier for common trouble tickets.  This is not a 
required field.  

• Priority:  A priority for this trouble ticket.  This is not a required field. 
• Category: This is an optional drop-down field.  Choose your company-specific Trouble 

Category.  If your company uses Trouble Escalation, this field should be completed.  
• Description:  A user-defined description of the trouble ticket.  This is a free-form field and 

should include enough detail that a technician would understand the issue being reported.  
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Trouble Questions can be designed as a script for trouble-shooting with the customer, asking 
leading questions, or collecting information and are set up from the Trouble Preferences window.  
From this window, you can provide an Answer to each Question.  Required answers will be 
displayed with a checkmark in the Req column.  Those Questions that are required must be 
answered before the ticket can be cleared.  
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At the next screen of the wizard, you’ll see the information from the previous screen listed at the 
bottom.  A taken by, date, and time field will be displayed and can be changed as needed.  It will 
be auto-filled with a date and time stamp based on when the previous screen was entered.  
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The following screen is all about scheduling and assigning your Trouble Ticket.  If your company 
uses the Advanced Scheduler, you’ll click on the Schedule Appointment button.  
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If you are using the Scheduler, you’ll need to use the following fields to help you with creating an 
appointment:

• Work Group:  Companies may have specific personnel that are available in certain areas or for 
certain types of work.  The corresponding employees’ calendars will be made available based 
on the Work Group selected.

• Date:  The scheduled appointment date.
• Employee:  Enter the employee to whom you are assigning the Trouble Ticket.
• Time:  Will be auto-populated once you select a time on the calendar, or you can enter a time 

in this field.
• Schedule Type:  Will be auto-populated with a “Trouble” type.
• Tasks:  This is a company-specific list of scheduled tasks.  Select the Category and Task from 

the grid.
• Notes:  A free-form field to enter scheduling notes.  
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Back at the Dispatch screen, the Assigned and Appointment information should be completed, 
with the exception of the Appointment Status. 
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Your technician should be monitoring their Trouble Inbox to find tickets assigned to them.  They 
may also receive an e-mail or text message, reminding them to look in their Inbox for a new 
ticket.  Any user may click on My Trouble to see their assigned tickets or Work 
Group/Department Trouble to see tickets assigned to their respective departments and groups.
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Now, you’re ready to indicate when the ticket was Picked Up to be worked on, and who picked 
up the ticket.  You may use the lightning bolt icons to quickly mark the Picked Up By and Time 
fields.  Or, you may enter the information manually.
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Once the work is done, you may clear the ticket.  At the Clear screen, you’ll need to select a Plant 
Code, Plant Detail, Cause Code, Cleared By and Cleared Time.  At the Cleared fields, you can use 
the lightning bolts to auto-select the current user and time.  The Solution Code is optional.  All of 
this information is critical to your trouble reporting.  

Toward the bottom of the screen, a Billable checkbox can be used to indicate that this ticket is 
subject to additional charges.  Reporting is available based on the Billable field.  

Normally we would click on the Clear Ticket icon.  Before we do, we will review some additional 
fields on the screen.  
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The various trouble screen options are listed as buttons across the top of the wizard window.  
These screens can be used for the following:

• Stages:  Can be used to stage specific types of Trouble Tickets.
• Actions:  Can be used to track specific Actions (when they were started and finished) 

associated with this Category of ticket.  
• Questions:  This screen can be used to review trouble-related Questions that must be 

answered.  Can be used for troubleshooting or asking leading questions of the customer.
• Comments:  Use this screen to add additional comments related to this ticket.
• History:  Will provide a grid of previous Trouble Tickets on this network.
• Cancel:  If you choose to Cancel, the ticket will be closed.
• Trouble Ticket Copy:  Use this tool to copy this Trouble Ticket’s details to another ticket.  

Typically used for a mass outage.
• Print:  Use the printer button to print a paper copy of the ticket.    
• SO Equipment:  Displays any Premise Equipment that is associated with this Network, either 

tracked via the Equipment window or AM Inventory.
• SO Plant:  Displays the Plant details associated with this Network Address.
• Address:  Displays details regarding addresses associated with this account.
• Net. USP Codes:  Will display the USP codes (marked as trouble-related at preferences) 

associated with this network.
• SO Comments:  Displays any service order-related comments associated with this account
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Other information available at the top of the Trouble window include a checkbox for Plant 
Regulated.  That indicates that a regulated Plant Equipment Code item has been associated with 
this Trouble Ticket.  The Mass Outage checkbox would be selected if this Trouble Ticket had been 
included in a Mass Outage.  The Pending Network icon indicates that the Trouble Ticket is 
associated with a network that is pending in an unfinished Service Order.  The SO checkbox 
would be selected if there were also a service order open on the parent account related to this 
network.

The Inquiry Account Overview, CRM, and Manual OCC windows may be accessed from the 
Trouble window as well as the ability to open a new Service Order on the account and attach 
Electronic Documents.
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After posting your Trouble Ticket, you may choose to Print.  
If at Preferences, you did NOT select “Allow Changes to Report Options”, the fields will be grayed 
out, and will not be available for change.  

• Include on Trouble Ticket:  Select from the available options by checking the box to the left of 
the option. Each option selected will appear on the printed Trouble Ticket. 

• Address Options:  To print the service address, click the Service Address radio button.  To 
print the billing address, click the Billing Address radio button.

• Number of History Years to Print:  To print previously recorded trouble information associated 
with this account, use the up and down arrows of this field to select the number of trouble 
history years you would like to view. 

• Include Network Plant: Allows the printing of plant associated with other networks on the 
account. 
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If the option to include network plant is selected, the trouble ticket for the main network will be 
generated in the report viewer, as usual. When this window is closed, a print options window 
appears, allowing the user to choose which networks’ plant will appear on a subsequent report. 
This window – the Trouble Ticket Plant Detail Report Options window – shows the networks that 
appear under the associated account.

After clicking print from the Trouble Ticket Plant Detail Report Options window, the report listing 
plant detail for all associated networks appears for printing. 
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After all information is entered at the Clear screen, the Trouble Ticket is ready to be cleared.  If 
the Trouble Ticket is billable, it’s important to make sure that the ticket has been billed before 
proceeding.  
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The final screen of the Trouble Editor wizard is a summary of the Trouble Ticket.  It displays all 
of the dates and times that are critical to trouble reporting, which we will discuss later in this 
chapter.  

In the Follow Up section of this screen, you can indicate when any Follow Up has been done or 
add a future date as a reminder for follow up that occurs once the ticket is cleared.  Using search 
criteria at the Trouble Search, you can find all tickets that have not had Follow Up in order to see 
what additional work effort might be needed.  We’ll look at Trouble Search next.
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To search for Trouble Tickets use the Search icon in the Trouble Ribbon or from the Trouble Suite 
window.  The Trouble Ticket Search window functions as a search tool to locate trouble tickets, 
regardless of their status. In addition, this window can be used as a gateway to opening a new 
trouble ticket, updating an existing trouble ticket, or canceling a trouble ticket.

Use the Ticket Status filter to see All Tickets, Billable, Canceled, Cleared, Open, To Clear, To 
Follow-Up, or To Pick Up.  You may also search by a wide variety of criteria options. A date range 
may be required based on certain ticket status options.  The columns listed in the grid can also 
be filtered – making it very easy to find what you’re looking for.  

To edit a Trouble Ticket, double-click on the ticket in the grid or click on the Edit button.  If you 
right-click in the grid, you’ll have the option to Export the information to a .CSV file, which is very 
helpful for customized reporting and analysis.  
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Trouble Reports can be accessed from the Report Suite or by navigating to Tools – Reports –
Trouble, the following reports are available for your use:

• Analysis:  Provides a breakdown of trouble codes and the hours spent working on each by 
your company’s technicians. This report can also be generated for cause codes.

• Billable/Unbillable:  This report provides information on billable and non-billable trouble tickets.  
When the Billable check box on the Trouble Ticket Editor is selected, the trouble ticket will 
appear on this report as billable. Likewise, if the Billable checkbox is not selected, the Trouble 
Tickets will appear as unbillable on this report.

• Cleared:  This report provides a listing of troubles cleared per plant group over a specified 
period of time.

• Quality of Service Report:  Provides a listing of trouble reported by your customers over a 
specified period of time.  Typically used for PUC reporting.

• Summary:  This report provides a listing of your company’s plant codes a breakdown of 
associated trouble information for each.

• Ticket Listing:  Provides a listing of your company's trouble tickets according to their status 
(uncleared, cleared, canceled, etc.), as well as other reporting criteria.

• Trouble Escalation:  This report provides a list of all escalated tickets based on a variety of 
circumstances. 

• Trouble Q&A:  Allows you to report on accounts that had specific answers to questions set up 
through the Preferences table. 
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The Trouble Analysis Report is one of the more commonly used reports for management of 
trouble tickets.  Available criteria include filtering by Main Report Area or Report Area.  In 
addition, you can identify a date range for the report.  Finally, you may select to sort the report 
by Trouble Codes or by Cause Codes.  
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Another critical trouble management report is the Cleared Trouble Report.  The Trouble Cleared 
Report provides a listing of troubles cleared per plant group over a specified period of time.

Again, you may filter on Main Report area or Report Area.  In addition, you have the option to 
select a Taken Date Range.  
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The Trouble Quality of Service Report is commonly used to send to the company’s Public Utilities 
Commission.  

Again, you may filter on Main Report area or Report Area.  Here, you also have the option to 
Group by Exchange.  You may choose a Status, and a Sort Order.  In addition, you may indicate 
a Date Range.  The Report Telephone By selections allow you to designate of the Trouble Plant 
Codes were Regulated, Non-Regulated, or you may select All.  Finally, you may select a Full 
Report, or simply Telephone – with or without Descriptions.  There is also an option to designate 
Repeat Troubles within a specified number of days. 

Employee Options allow you to print a report based on an employee’s action and their name. 
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The Trouble Summary Report provides a listing of your company’s plant codes with a breakdown 
of associated trouble information for each.

Again, you may filter on Main Report area or Report Area.  In addition, you have the option to 
select a Taken Date Range.  
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Another commonly used report is the Trouble Ticket Listing Report.  It provides a listing of your 
company's trouble tickets according to their status (uncleared, cleared, canceled, etc.), as well as 
other reporting criteria.

As with other reports, the same filtering options apply.  Here, you may search by the status.  You 
also have the ability to select a sort order – either ascending or descending, date ranges for both 
the Taken Date and the Appointment Date.  You may also select for filter on Tickets taken by a 
specific employee.
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The Trouble Escalation Report provides a listing of all escalated Trouble Tickets based on various 
escalation levels and categories. 
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The Trouble Q&A Report works much like the Class Q&A related to Service Orders. You can print 
reports based on the Trouble Questions and/or Answers on each ticket.  You can generate a 
report for all Questions and all Answers, a single Question and all Answers, or a single Question 
and a single Answer. 
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Valid addresses are critical in Customer Master.  Not only are they necessary for Plant, they also 
need to be correct for accurate reporting for FCC 477, HUBB and E911.

All of the tools you need to manage your addresses can be found through Address Search and 
the Address Suite on the Account Management ribbon.
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There are two types of Common addresses – Acct/Cust and Network.  Acct/Cust is the billing 
address – used on the Account and, in most cases, the Customer tiers.  Network is the service 
address – used on the Network tiers.  Sometimes both address types are the same and 
sometimes they’re different.  For example a billing and service address might be 1435 Adams St 
in Blair NE.  Other times, the billing address might be PO Box 123 in Blair NE and the service 
address 1435 Adams St in Blair NE.

Addresses can also be active and inactive.  Active means it’s available for use – and possibly 
already in use.  Inactive means the address has been flagged as inactive and is no longer 
available for selection.  Just because an address is flagged as inactive doesn’t mean it’s not 
currently in use or has been used in the past.
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The best way to create an address is to build it through the maintenance table.  Besides the basic 
address information, you have additional address-related options including Auto-Assigned Values, 
E911 and Internet Deployment information (used for HUBB reporting).
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Auto-Assigned Values are values such as Tax Area and Plant Area that you can pre-assign to the 
address as you’re building it.  When the address is used on a tier, those values will auto-
populate.  This is a real time-saver and cuts down on user error. 

Note:  these values are defaults and can be changed as needed when the address is being used.

Note:  you might want to consider not including a Report Area, depending on how yours are set 
up.
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Adding E911 information will help with updates to the E911 screen on the Telephone network tier 
and with reports and files.
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Internet Deployment information is required for HUBB reporting and must be included with the 
address.  If you don’t include it now, you’ll have to add it later.
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Serving Equipment and Servicing Terminals can include plant-related information.  Comments 
might include something such as the side of the street, the color of the house and so on.
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Once all of the information has been entered it’s just a matter of saving the address.  Geocoding 
values will automatically populate if the address is good.  MACC uses ESRI for geocoding 
information.
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Once the address is saved, you’ll want to scrub it against the MSAG to make sure it’s valid for 
E911 reporting.  One of two information prompts will be triggered – either the address is valid or 
it isn’t.  In some cases, it might be seen as invalid because the street suffix, for E911, needs to 
go in the suffix field.

You’ll also want to link the address to the E911 version of the address.
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All that’s needed to create the link between the two addresses is to save the information on the 
Automated E911 Address screen.
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The key to using the address is searching for it.  The rule for searching is ‘Less Is More’ – search 
on as little of the address as possible.  If you get too many results, you can narrow your search 
by adding more.  
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Any auto-assigned values with populate when the address is selected.  Any other required values 
will need to be filled in manually.  In this example, Tax Area was populated based on the auto-
assigned values linked to the address at the time it was built.

Note:  some values, such as Bill Cycle and Payment Matrix, will auto-populate if they’ve been set 
as defaults.
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The Customer tier address and values will populate based on the Account tier information.
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If the address exists as a Network tier address, the information will populate from the information 
on the Account and Customer tiers.  Based on the values included when the address was built, 
those fields will auto-populate.  In this example, you can see that besides Tax Area, Plant Area 
and Work Group were populated based on the auto-assigned values.

If the address doesn’t exist as a Network tier address, the Address Search screen will open and 
you’ll need to search for it, or create it ‘on the fly’.  Creating addresses through Service Order is 
not recommended as there isn’t the opportunity to add/link auto-assigned values.  Additionally, 
all E911 verification will need to be done through the order.
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There are lots of different ways the address table can grow with bad addresses and clean-up can 
be a daunting task.

As you work through your clean-up, you’ll be using the Address Search and Address Suite.  The 
general rule of thumb is that if the incorrect version of the address doesn’t exist you can correct 
it in the table.  If there are incorrect versions and the correct address exists, you’ll have to 
update accounts with the correct version through Service Order.  All incorrect versions should be 
flagged as inactive.
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To help with clean-up, you’ll want to use the Used on Tiers column in the grid.  This will tell you 
whether the address has been or is currently in use.  If the incorrect address isn’t currently in use 
or hasn’t been, you can simply delete it.
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If the Used on Tiers column shows the address has been or is in use and it’s incorrect, you’ll need 
to rely on the Address Usage Report.  You can access this directly through the table.
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In this example, you can see the incorrect address is used on multiple Network tiers of an active
account.  Because the correct version of the address already exists, a Service Order will be 
needed to correct the address on the tiers.
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Zip Codes are one way addresses get created incorrectly.  Use the Duplicate Zip Code report to 
find those that are incorrect.  Here we can see that there are three versions of zip codes for the 
community of Arlington and only one is correct.

Once you have your list, you’ll be able to start your clean-up by using the table and searching on 
the incorrect versions through the drop-down in the Zip field.
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Duplicate addresses are another way to clutter up your table.  Duplicates may exist because the 
wrong version was entered first and then not corrected but rather added incorrectly.  Duplicate 
addresses can also be created because the ‘less is more’ rule wasn’t followed.

In this example, there are multiple versions of 999 9th St in Blair.  Only one account/customer tier 
version and one network version are correct.  As mentioned previously, you’ll need to use the 
Address Usage report and update the accounts that have the incorrect version through Service 
Orders.  You can delete any versions that aren’t currently in use or haven’t been used.
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Sometimes non-address information ends up as an Account/Customer or Network tier address.  
These could include ATTN, C/O, DEPT and so on.  These are not ‘true’ addresses.
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Instead, this information belongs in the Miscellaneous field on the Account tier.  Clean-up of non-
address information requires Service Orders.
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In the end, there are three rules to managing addresses:

• Whenever possible, create the address in the table
• Whenever possible, correct the address in the table
• When in doubt, use USPS.gov
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The delinquents module within Customer Master allows you to identify accounts that meet 
selected criteria related to balances and activity and generate lists that can be used to contact 
those customers or generate penalties for those accounts. 

The Delinquency Suite contains all the processing, maintenance tables and reports related to 
delinquents. 
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A company can have as many different Delinquent Setups as desired, based on how notices are 
required to be generated. For example, a company may have a list that is for a specific network 
type or for customers that they consider to be collections accounts. They may also want one 
setup for a notice and another for late penalties. There are numerous filtering options within the 
setup that can be used to narrow down exactly which accounts qualify to appear on the 
associated list. 
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Once the setup is in place, the Delinquent list can be generated by clicking Delinquent Notices in 
the processing section of the suite or by going to Packages-Delinquents-Notices. Select the 
desired setup and the Bill Date which you’d like to generate the list for. You’ll also want to 
establish a List Name so you can identify the list for historical tracking. 

When the list is created, it can be reviewed by generating the Delinquent Listing Report or other 
reports found under the Reports icon. Individual accounts can be marked as forgiven to exempt 
them from receiving a printed notice or penalty. 

Click the History Icon at the top of the screen to save the list. In addition, penalties can be 
applied by clicking the Penalties icon. The list of accounts can be recalled at any point by using 
the Past List option once it’s been saved. 
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When printing the notices, you’ll set the selections for display and other options from the 
Delinquent Notice Options screen. 
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There are virtually unlimited ways for a company to design the content and appearance of the 
notice and information that is presented to the customer. There are options for full-page, three-
to-a page, including a company logo and including different receivables-related fields on the 
notice. 
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The Auto-Disconnect module can be used to take the generated list of accounts from the setup 
and mass generate service orders for the suspend or disconnect for non-pay process. You can 
access the auto-disconnect wizard through the Delinquent Notices screen or from Packages-
Delinquency-Disconnect Wizard. 
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From the Service Order Batch Wizard screen, you can specify options for the disconnect process, 
just as you would for an individual service order. There are various filters for excluding selected 
accounts and narrowing the tiers that will be suspended/disconnected. Once the selections have 
been made, click Next to proceed to the Account Selection screen. 
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The Account Selection screen allows one final opportunity to review the accounts and networks 
that will associated with the suspend/disconnect process. You can manually deselect those the 
you want to exempt from this process. If an account is marked as forgiven it will automatically be 
removed from the disconnect process. Once you click Finish, the system will auto-generate the 
service orders for selected accounts. 

Note: There are options from the tier status editor that can be enabled to have these service 
orders applied or left pending. 
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The final screen of the batch wizard will display the associated Service Order numbers, account 
numbers and names and Service Order status for associated accounts. 
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Accounts that have been suspended or disconnected through the Auto Disconnect Wizard (or 
individually) can be automatically reconnected with the Auto-Reconnect tool. There are several 
items that need to be set up correctly, including eligible tier statuses and company options. 
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Through the Tier Status Editor, you’ll want to flag tier statuses that are eligible for the auto-
reconnect process. If you want the process to reconnect on an individual payment basis, each 
employee from the employee editor will need to be flagged accordingly. 
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In order to use the Auto-Reconnect functionality, you’ll need to set several options from the 
Tools-Options screen. You can determine what types of payments will generate an auto-
reconnect, date range filtering and also whether the system should add a one-time charge during 
this process. 
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If the auto reconnect isn’t done on an individual payment basis, the system will find eligible 
accounts and prompt to reconnect in a batch process at the time the payment batch is applied. 
In addition, you can always manually generate the process at a later time by clicking the 
reconnect icon within the Batch Functions screen. Set the reconnect date and class (if desired) 
and click OK to see the accounts associated with the process. 
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The Auto-Reconnect Accounts screen will display eligible accounts with associated tiers and 
services that the account had at the time of disconnect. By default, all services and tiers are 
selected to be reconnected but you can manually deselect if you don’t want the service to be 
added back during the reconnect process. Any accounts that already have a pending service 
order will need to be reconnected manually. You can optionally add a Service Order comment at 
the bottom of the screen-this will apply to all accounts being reconnected. 

Note: Like the Disconnect Wizard, options can be enabled that allow these orders to be auto-
applied or left in a pending status to manually finish. 
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The Bill Cycle Processing screen is where each of the 10-steps of the transmit process are 
executed. The bill cycle process consist of a toll cut, bill cut, retrieval process and a close billing 
process. This can be accessed by clicking Bill Cycle Processing from the Billing Suite or by 
navigating to Packages-Billing-Bill Cycle Processing. After each step is completed, it will receive a 
date/time and employee stamp for the individual that completed it. 
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The Bill Cycle Processing sheet is available for download on the Client Pages and provides step-
by-step instructions for running each billing step. 
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If you would like emails that notify you your billing is ready to be reviewed and retrieved, you can 
add your email address to the Billing Email Notification Editor within the Billing Suite. These 
emails can also be configured to include billing reports that will help with your review process. 
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From the client pages, you can check the status of your billing including updates for files 
transmitted. 
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Client Relationship Management is a tool that will make it easy for you to track all types of 
contacts with your customers for easy access to information, reporting and research.

Several maintenance tables require setups to allow the tool to be used.  These can all be found 
from the Marketing Suite window.

• Contact Type – indicates how the customer contact is made; phone in, phone out, etc.
• Contact Subject – indicates the topic of the customer contact.
• Contact Result – indicates the outcome of the customer contact; can include default verbiage 

that can be overwritten when creating a contact on an account.
• Contact Priority – indicates the level of severity of the customer contact; not required when 

creating a contact on an account.
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Creating Account Contacts can be done from multiple locations within the customer’s account.  
You’ll find the CRM icon (Hand Shake) on Inquiry, Service Order (both standard and Quick Start), 
Trouble Tickets, Payment Entry and Sales Lead.  You can also view existing contacts through the 
Account Overview screen.  Contacts entered through Service Order or Trouble Tickets will remain 
even if the order or ticket is canceled. 
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At the Contact window, all previous contacts will be displayed in a grid.  Add a new contact by 
clicking on the Insert icon.  Review an existing contact by highlighting the record.

Several contact records are created programmatically, including a record when a delinquent 
notice is generated.  Deleted rows, Notices, CPNI, NSF, ACH (one-time payment) and 
Notifications generated from the messenger suite are also auto-create contact records.  To view 
these flag the options above the grid.
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Choose options for Type, Subject and Result using the drop-down fields.  You can also select a 
Priority but it isn’t required.

You can flag the contact for Payment Note and/or Inquiry Note.  When you pull the account up 
through Inquiry or Payment Entry, the contact information will display, including the verbiage.

The Contact Date/Time and By can by auto-filled by clicking on the auto-populate icons.
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Through the CRM window you can run the Account Contacts Report for Selected Account by 
clicking on the Report icon. The individual account report has no options, but will show all 
contacts and includes totals at the end of the report.
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Click on the drop-down arrow next to the Report icon to run the full Account Contacts report.  
There are many options available on this report, so you’ll want to have an idea of the information 
you need to see and then make the appropriate selections.  In addition to viewing more generic 
contact information, such as balance inquires, you can also gather marketing-related information 
by selecting marketing-related types, subjects and results. 
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One additional option through the CRM Contact screen is Personal Bill Message.  Click on the icon 
to create a message for this customer.  The message will run for just the next billing and will 
print at the top of the first detail page, moving any other detail page messages down.  

You can also create a personal bill message template that can be used on multiple accounts.  To 
assign it to an account just select the code from the drop-down and modify it as needed.
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Customer Master offers quite a few marketing-related options, including Suggestive Marketing.  
Suggestive Marketing is a way to determine at-a-glance what promotions or service upgrades for 
which a customer might qualify.  To implement the process you’ll need to complete three 
maintenance tables, all found from the Marketing Suite window or through Maintenance –
Marketing.

Suggestive Marketing Messages are the ‘scripts’ your customer service reps will use to upsell 
services to customers who qualify.  Criteria is then established to target customers for those 
messages.  Suggestive Marketing Criteria works just like the criteria used for Bill Messages, Drop 
Inserts and On-Bill Ads.  

You’ll also need to set up a CPNI prompt.  This is text that will allow your service reps to get one-
time approval from the customer in order to tell them about the promotions for which they’re 
eligible.  The prompt will only display on accounts that do not have CPNI approval.
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The Suggestive Marketing report found from the Marketing suite will show all accounts eligible for 
a specific message.  You could establish criteria for a possible promotion before creating a 
message.  Once the criteria is in place, run this report to see if enough accounts qualify to make 
the promotion valuable.
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Once the setup is complete, Customer Master takes care of the rest.  When you inquire on an 
account, any promotions for which that customer may be eligible will display on the Marketing 
tab in the lower right corner of Inquiry.   
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Simply share the information in the Description field and then change the Status (Accept, Decline, 
Offer).  Then click on the Offer Made button.  

If a customer doesn’t have CPNI approval, CPNI Approval Needed will display along with the 
CPNI prompt text.  Select either Temporary Approval Received or Denied before continuing.  If 
approval is received, the qualifying messages will display along with options for changing the 
Status and the Offer Made button.  If approval isn’t received, any qualifying messages will be 
removed.
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Once the Offer Made button has been selected, the Last Marketed date will populate.  In 
addition, CRM records will be created.  The verbiage for each CRM record will include the specific 
offer details.

The link between Suggestive Marketing and CRM is a great way to tie two sets of information 
together for additional tracking and reporting.
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Customer Master’s Marketing Campaign Manager is functionality that incorporates several 
independent marketing options.  Through the setup, you can combine Client Relationship 
Management, Suggestive Marketing and Promotions to create one powerful marketing tool that 
includes automatic behavior triggers and extensive reporting capabilities.  

To enable all aspects of the Campaign Manager, you’ll first want to set up Promotion Actions 
through the Marketing Suite.  Actions represent how the promotion is being relayed to customers.  
Using Actions will allow for the tracking of customers reached as well as costs involved and the 
automatic creation of CRM records.

There are some Actions that are hard-coded:
• Email
• Mail Labels
• Offered from Inquiry
• Offered Accepted from Inquiry
• Offered Declined from Inquiry
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Next you’ll want to establish your promotions through Processing in the Marketing Suite.  The 
Promotions grid will display all of the promotions previously set up.  You can filter and sort on 
any of the columns and export all or parts of the grid.

To edit an existing Promotion, highlight the record and double-click or click on the Edit icon.  To 
delete a Promotion, highlight the record and click on the Delete icon.  You will not be able to 
delete any that have already been used but you can flag them as inactive if needed.

As a Promotion reaches its assigned End Date, the Status will move from Current to Expired but 
will still be available for use until it’s flagged as inactive.

You can recycle Promotions by simply removing or changing the End Date.
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To add a new Promotion, click on the Insert icon.  First, enter a Promotion Code and a Start 
Date.  The code can have up to ten alpha and/or numeric characters.  The Description field is not 
required but it’s recommended a further description of what the code represents be included.

At this point, you can be done with the setup if you want to track your promotions independently.  
This means basic setup, a flag and association of a promotion to an account along with very 
limited reporting.

To make full use of the Campaign Manager, you’ll want to continue with the setup. 
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To tie Promotions with Suggestive Marketing and CRM, you’ll add a Criteria set.  You can also 
track Goals as well as Costs and Gains information.  Tying all pieces together uses full marketing 
functionality called Promotions Campaign Manager.

There are other setup pieces needed for full use of the Campaign Manager and additional 
automatic behaviors that will simplify and streamline your marketing efforts.  Which includes 
being able to see accounts that are eligible for the promotion based on the suggestive marketing 
criteria, track the Promotion Actions associated with Cost and any Actions made through e-mail, 
mail labels or Inquiry.
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When a Suggestive Marketing message is linked to a Promotion, you’ll see that Promo code, 
along with the marketing code and detail.  Once a Status of Accept is entered and the Offer Made 
button selected, a prompt to open a service order will display. 
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Within the open order, click on the Promotions icon on the Account node to see the promotion 
now linked to the account.  

Continue to work the order as needed. Remember that even though the promotion has been 
accepted, a service order opened and the promotion displayed, any USP activity needed for the 
promotion will need to be done manually.  
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Once the account’s Inquiry screen is refreshed, you’ll see the Promo Status updated to indicate 
the offer was accepted or declined.  If a message was only offered, the Promo Status will remain 
as Eligible.

As offers are made, records will be added to CRM.  

These same CRM records can be seen on the CRM tab of Accounts through Promotions.
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There are several reports available for monitoring your promotions.  They can be found through 
the Marketing and Reports Suites.

The first is the Account Contacts report.  This is the same report seen previously and includes 
data pulled from CRM records. To see how many customers are signing up for a promotion 
through Inquiry – Suggestive Marketing, run the report on a Type of MRKT, a Subject of PROMO 
and a Result of SOLD.  Include View Result Verbiage to see the specific promotions. 

The Promotions report will show accounts that have accepted promotions.  Among other options, 
the report can be run by all or just one promotion and by current, expired or both statuses of 
promotions.

The Promotion Overview report is a high-level report that summarizes a marketing campaign.  
Select a single campaign from the drop-down and click on the Printer icon to launch the report.
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Some Additional marketing tools come in the form of Bill Messages, Drop Inserts and On-Bill 
Ads.  

Using bill messaging tools in Customer Master is a great way to communicate with your 
customers.  Not only do they allow you to update your customers with important information 
such as rate changes, but they also allow you to target specific groups of customers for sales and 
promotions.  

All bill messaging options can be found in the Billing Suite.
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In the Billing Suite, under the Maintenance tab click on Bill Message. Then click on the Insert icon 
to create a new message.  If you need to edit an existing Bill Message highlight the message you 
with to edit and double click, or click on the Edit icon to make changes to an existing message.

To create a new message, you’ll need a Code and Description as well as a Priority.  A Face Page 
message will always have a priority of one and you can have only one Face Page message on any 
one bill.  Detail Page messages use priority to determine the order in which the messages will 
appear on bills.  No more than 10 Detail Page messages will print on any one bill.  

If you have more than one Bill Cycle you’ll need to select a cycle from the drop-down.  Then 
select an End Bill Date.  The date selected will be the last bill on which the message will print.
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Next, if you choose to include a title, enter it in the Optional Message Title field and select your 
Text Align – either Center or Left.

Then, choose your Text Presentation.  This is how the message will present on the bill.  As 
Entered will present line by line, exactly as you have entered it.  Wrap Text will ignore the ‘end’ 
of each line of text and continue with the next line, using all of the character spaces allowed per 
line, based on the bill format.  Face Page message presentation allows for 45 characters per line 
on MACC2 and MACC3.  Detail Page message presentation allows for 80-plus characters per line 
on MACC2 and up to 52 characters per line on MACC3.

Choose your Text Align for the text of your message and then enter the text.  A Face Page 
message can have up to five lines of text with a title or up to seven lines of text without a title.  A 
Detail Page message can have up to thirty lines of text, whether or not a title is included.  

Be sure to post your changes once you’ve completed your text and other options.
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After you have created your Bill Message you need to link the message to criteria and can do so 
by clicking on the Criteria Wizard icon at Bill Message or through the Billing Suite. There are 
many additional options available for including or excluding customers. Once you have 
completed all you selections and save your Bill Message will be linked and ready for billing.
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Drop Inserts are another great way to communicate with your customers.  While the setup isn’t 
quite as involved as for bill messages, all the ‘pieces’ still need to be completed in order to get 
your inserts to your customers.

From the Billing Suite, select Drop Insert.  Click on the Insert icon to create a new code and 
description or highlight an existing code and either double click or click on the Edit icon to 
update.
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Next, The Drop Insert Master editor is where you’ll assign the tray, or the order, for each insert.   
You can have up to five inserts in any given month. The trays work as follows:

• 1 Insert – use Tray 1
• 2 Inserts – use Tray 2 and Tray 1; Tray 2 will be the first insert seen in the bill
• 3 Inserts – use Tray 3, Tray 2 and Tray 1; Tray 3 will be the first insert seen in the bill
• 4 Inserts – use Tray 4, Tray 3, Tray 2 and Tray 1; Tray 4 will be the first insert seen in 

the bill
• 5 Inserts – use Tray 5, Tray 4, Tray 3, Tray 2 and Tray 1; Tray 5 will be the first insert 

seen in the bill
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Just like bill messages, drop inserts need to be linked to criteria in order for them to get to the 
right customers. 
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With drop inserts, it’s very important you run the Bill Ad/BillMsg/Drop Insert report because 
you’ll need to either send or have MACC produce the right amount of inserts.  Run in Summary, 
as seen here, the report gives you the total number of accounts.  Run by Detail, each account 
that qualifies for the insert will be listed.  Run by either option, the report will also show the bill 
medium and can be e-mailed as well as exported to a .csv file.

Remember that this report also includes inactive accounts so keep that in mind when determining 
the number of inserts to order or send.  You might consider taking a look at your previous 
month’s BL51A – check the bill medium records to help you with your insert estimate.
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On-Bill Ads have setup steps very similar to Drop Inserts.  To first enable the Bill Ad option, flag 
the Use Bill Ads indicator through Tools – Options – Billing.  Once that’s been done, you can start 
building your ads.

Through the Billing Suite, select Bill Ad.  Click the Insert icon to create a new one.  Enter a Code 
and Description.  End Bill Date is optional.  If you enter one, that will be the last bill date on 
which the ad will display.  Not having a date means the ad will be on bills perpetually.
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Next, you’ll need to establish your ads in the Bill Ad Master.  Choose a Bill Cycle and a Bill Date 
from the drop-downs.  Then, select your ads from the Code drop-downs.  Priority is used when a 
customer qualifies for more than one ad, based on it’s linked criteria.  Only one ad can print on a 
bill.

Each Code will have a View hyperlink to your ad data here at MACC.  If there’s a problem viewing 
the ad, most likely the ad itself hasn’t been set up at MACC – you’ll need to contact MACC’s 
Creative Services team.
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After you’ve finished the Bill Ad and Bill Ad Master setups, you’ll need to create and link a set of 
criteria.  On-Bill Ads can go to all accounts as well as be selective.  If it’s an ad going to 
everyone, the Criteria Level will most likely be Company and the Look in These Tiers will probably 
be Account.  If you’re targeting a specific group of customers, you’ll need to select options and 
work through the wizard accordingly.
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Most of the tools you will need to run Customer Master reports can be found in the Reports Suite.  
Here, you’ll see a list of all of the categories of reports.  Clicking on the + to the left of each 
report category will expand the list to show you each canned report.  You may also search for a 
report in the search bar, which can be very handy.  We’ll look at several of our favorite canned 
reports, and then review some other commonly used report tools.
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The Account-Master Listing Report, found under the Billing reports category, provides a complete 
listing of your company’s customer accounts. Criteria includes things such as Main Report Area, 
Report Area, Bus/Res Filtering, All or One Account, Network Type, Service Type and Technology 
Type.  The Account Status Options filters allow you to look at various statuses.  In this example, 
we’re looking for Active accounts with a specific Begin and End date.  You can also filter by Bill 
Cycle or Agent (who “sold” the account).  Sort options are also available.

Keep in mind that this report could be lengthy if you have many accounts (active or 
disconnected, and do not enter criteria to narrow down your results.  
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The report will display a summary of the account and it’s corresponding tiers based on the report 
criteria selected.

In addition to the Account Master Listing, there is also a Network Master Listing which is a 
summary of network information.
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The Current Tier Services Report, found under the Billing Reports category, allows you to 
generate reports of all current services assigned to accounts, by either a summary or detail 
option. It’s similar to the existing Unit Service Register Report, but is a current snapshot in time.    
Options include selections based on Main Report Area, Report Area, Report Type (Detail or 
Summary), USP Options, Tier Options, Exclude Zero Quantities, Bus/Res Filter, and Network 
Type.

When you have entered your initial criteria, click the Load Available USP Codes bar, which will list 
USP codes in the grid below.  Select one, many or all USPs from the grid.  

To select a block of rows: select the top record, hold down the Shift key and select the bottom 
row.  To select multiple rows not in a block, select the first record, hold down the Ctrl key and 
select the additional rows.  You can also right-click and choose Select All or Deselect All.  

Launch the report when finished. 

You may also export your results to .CSV.
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These are examples of the Current Tier Services Report in Detail and Summary.  Detail shows 
every tier that has the selected services.  Summary simply shows counts (Occurs), quantities and 
amounts of the selected services.

Occurs is how many times the USP is present.  Quantity considers the quantity of each code.  
You could have a USP code that occurs on a tier one time (1), but the quantity of that USP is 
three (3).
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The Unit Service Register, found under the Billing Reports category, will look very similar in 
function to the Current Tier Services Report.  However, the Unit Service Register is more directly
tied to a specific past bill cycle.  The other criteria is basically the same as the Current Tier 
Services report.  

You will be required to select a Bill Cycle and Bill Date. BL67 Compare Only is used to reproduce 
a report to historically match the BL67 report in Bill Master.

The USPs will be listed in the grid below, and you are able to select and deselect just as you did 
for the Current Tier Services report.
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These are examples of the Unit Service Register Report in Detail and Summary.  Detail displays 
every tier that has the selected services.  Summary simply shows counts, quantities and amounts 
of the selected services.
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Found under the Marketing category of reports, the Account Research Report is a powerful tool 
to help you find specific lists of accounts based on criteria.  You can also save your report criteria 
to return to the options, and refresh the reports with new data later.  There are multiple screens 
in the Account Research wizard.

Setup Options allow you Create, Open Saved, or Delete Saved Setups.  Click Next to proceed to 
through the wizard.

Tier Level Options determine which tiers – Account, Customer or Network will be used, as well as 
the Tier Status Options.. 
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Display Options gives you the opportunity to establish what information will be included in your 
results, and how the information will be sorted.

Filter Options allows you to filter based on Network Type, CPNI Indicator, Bus/Res, or Notification 
Filters.
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Geographic Options allow you to filter based on account details such as Main Report Area, Report 
Area, Service Area, Tax Area, or E911 County.

Service Date Range Options let you filter accounts based on a variety of date filters.
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Bundle Options gives you the opportunity to choose to filter on Bundle Elements.

Service Include Options is used to set criteria to filter accounts based on the existence of service 
USPs or Bundles.
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Service Exclude Options will filter based on the non-existence of certain USP or Bundles.

Finally, the Finish screen is where you can Save Setup for future use.  From this window, you can 
also perform previews of Labels, Reports, or data Exports.  Another tab is available for 
Notification Options, which allows you to send marketing email notifications to the customers that 
met all of your criteria.
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The Aged Trial Balance is a popular report found under the Receivables reports category.  It 
provides a listing of balances owed and payments made by selected customers.  Criteria includes 
Main Report, Report Area, Print Detail or Category Totals, Bill Cycle, Bus/Res Options, Account 
Options and In Collections Options.  Most important is the Report Selection criteria, which 
determines which accounts qualify based on their balances.  Once you have you criteria 
established, click Load Accounts to launch the report.

This report could be lengthy if you aren’t careful with your criteria, so pay close attention to your 
selections before executing the report.
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The finished report will display account balances based on the criteria selected with details in the 
0-30, 30-59, 60-90 and 90 and Over buckets.
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Many reports can be saved to a .CSV so that they can be further manipulated, if desired.  Click 
on the drop-down arrow in the upper left corner of the screen to find the Create Comma 
Delimited File option.  When you choose to create a CSV, you will need to select a location to 
save the file.  You might want to have a folder just to manage your saved files.  
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After clicking Open, the system will give you the option to open the file that was just created.  
The file will open in Excel.  If you are a savvy Excel user, you can now further manipulate the 
data.
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When you are in Print Preview, you also have the option to Export your results to a different file 
type such as .PDF.  Click on the Export button, select a location to save, and add a File name.  
This will allow you to save an electronic copy of your report to a folder of your choice.
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Grid Reports are a very helpful tool to extract data into a report.  Grid Reports are available at 
the Report Suite.  Once there, you can select a Report Type.  The available fields for that Report 
Type will appear in the list.  Select the fields you want included in your results.  You may also 
filter to display Active Accounts Only – which is especially helpful.

Click on View to see your results.  These results can be exported or printed.
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Another report option is Report Auto Generation, which allows you to schedule reports to run at a 
specific date and time.  You can either have it prompt you to run the report, or schedule it to be 
run when you’re away from the office.
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You should be aware of the term FCC 477.  This is a report that your company is required to 
submit to the FCC regarding internet and telephone availability.  We won’t go into the report in 
detail during this session.  Additional training is available on the 477 process.

The FCC HUBB Report is needed for some companies to track High Cost Internet Broadband 
information.  Again, we won’t discuss in detail during Jump Start, but it’s important for you to be 
aware of the term and availability in Customer Master.
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Another series of report tools are available by going to the Reports Suite and choosing Web 
Reporting.  Here, you’ll find the Web Reporting Dashboard, additional Marketing Reports, Data 
Mediation Reports, CABS, Customer Master Real Time Reports, the E-Pay Toolkit and E-
Datamaster.  The E-Datamaster reports are also sometimes provided to customers via CD, and 
they are the reports produced during your bill cycle process.
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